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In this thesis we investigate electrostatic doping of a wide variety of novel 

materials incorporated in field-effect transistors (FETs), including polymers, organic 

molecular crystals, graphene and bilayer graphene. These studies have lead to substantial 

advances in our current understanding of these materials. Specifically, we performed the first 

infrared (IR) imaging of the accumulation layer in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 

FETs. Furthermore, we found that charge carriers in molecular orbital bands with light 

mass dominate the transport properties of single crystal rubrene. More recently, we 

explored the IR absorption of graphene and found several signatures of many-body 

interactions. Moreover, we discovered an asymmetric band structure in bilayer graphene 

and determined the band parameters with an accuracy never achieved before. Our work 

has demonstrated that IR spectroscopy is uniquely suited for probing the electronic 

excitations in nanometer-thick accumulation layers in FET devices. 
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1 

Introduction 

 

In this thesis, infrared (IR) spectroscopy is employed to study the electrostatic 

doping of a wide variety of novel materials. Electrostatic modification of novel 

materials via field-effect transistors (FETs) is an emerging research area [1, 2]. Silicon 

FETs are ubiquitous in modern microelectronics, where the conductance of the 

semiconductor is modified by a gate voltage. Electrostatic modulation of the carrier 

density in novel materials can not only lead to changes in conductance but also induce 

fundamental modification of the electronic and magnetic properties of materials. This is 

because in many novel materials, such as transition metal oxides (high-Tc cuprates), 

magnetic semiconductors, low-dimensional systems (graphene), organic materials and 

many others, a change in the carrier density can lead to a rich spectrum of phase 

transitions [1, 2]. Electrostatic doping allows for controlled and reversible changes of 

the carrier concentration without modifying the level of disorder; therefore it is a very 

appealing method to study the intrinsic properties of materials. Furthermore, it is also 

promising for developing new devices with new functionalities. 

IR spectroscopy is a unique technique to explore the physics of electrostatic 

doping. In FETs, the charge carriers are confined to a nanometer-thick layer at the 

semiconductor–insulator interface, buried under several layers of the device. This 

makes it extremely difficult to experimentally study the injected charge carriers using 

some of the most informative techniques in the arsenal of physicists and chemists, 
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including scanning tunneling microscopy, photoemission spectroscopy, and inelastic x-

ray and neutron scattering. In contrast, IR spectroscopy can probe the electronic 

excitation in FETs in a broad energy range (~ 1meV-6eV) under strong electric field (~ 

105V/cm) and high magnetic field (~ 31T). Employing IR radiation from a synchrotron, 

micro-size samples (~few microns) can be measured. Here, we report on IR studies of 

electrostatic doping in several novel systems. These investigations have lead to 

numerous significant advances in the fundamental understanding of these materials and 

their potential applications. 

In chapter 2, a composite metal-polymer electrode is designed to investigate 

electric-field-induced changes of the dielectric function of gate insulators in metal-

oxide-semiconductor structures using infrared spectroscopy. We studied structures 

based on TiO2 dielectric insulator on doped silicon, a combination commonly used in 

field effect transistors. It is shown that the voltage-induced changes of the dielectric 

constant in TiO2 originate from a modification of the lattice vibration modes of this 

compound [3].  

In chapter 3, we report on IR spectro-microscopy of the electronic excitations in 

nanometer-thick accumulation layers in FET devices based on poly(3-hexylthiophene).  

IR data allows us to explore the charge injection landscape and uncovers the critical role 

of the gate insulator in defining relevant length scales. This work demonstrates the 

unique potential of IR spectroscopy for the investigation of physical phenomena at the 

nanoscale occurring at the semiconductor-insulator interface in FET devices [4]. 

In chapter 4, we present an infrared spectroscopy study of mobile holes in the 

accumulation layer of organic field-effect transistors based on rubrene single crystals. 
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Our data indicate that both transport and infrared properties of these transistors at room 

temperature are governed by light quasiparticles in molecular orbital bands with the 

effective masses m* comparable to free electron mass. Furthermore, the m* values 

inferred from our experiments are in agreement with those determined from band 

structure calculations. These findings reveal no evidence for prominent polaronic 

effects, which is at variance with the common beliefs of polaron formation in molecular 

solids [5]. 

In chapter 5, we performed an IR spectromicroscopy study of charge dynamics 

in graphene integrated in gated devices. Our measurements verify the expected 

characteristics of graphene and, owing to the previously unattainable accuracy of IR 

experiments, also uncover significant departures of the quasiparticle dynamics from 

predictions made for Dirac fermions in idealized, free standing graphene. Several 

observations reported here indicate the relevance of many body interactions to the 

electromagnetic response of graphene [6].  

In chapter 6, we carried out infrared spectroscopy of bilayer graphene integrated 

in gated structures. We observed a significant asymmetry in the optical conductivity 

upon electrostatic doping of electrons and holes. We show that this finding arises from a 

marked asymmetry between the valence and conduction bands, which is mainly due to 

the inequivalence of the two sublattices within the graphene layer. From the 

conductivity data, the energy difference of the two sublattices and the interlayer 

coupling energy are directly determined [7]. 

In chapter 7, we studied charge dynamics in graphite in zero field and high 

magnetic fields. In 7.2, we present a systematic investigation of the ab plane and c-axis 
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optical conductivity of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) via infrared 

ellipsometry and reflectance measurements. Our data confirm that the optical 

conductivity of graphite per graphene layer is close to the universal conductivity of 

intrinsic graphene in the mid-infrared region. Moreover, these measurements have 

placed constraints on the c-axis optical conductivity of HOPG. In 7.3, we present a 

systematic investigation of the magneto-reflectance HOPG in magnetic field B up to 

18T. From these measurements, we report the determination of lifetimes  associated 

with the lowest Landau levels in the quantum limit. We find a linear field dependence 

for inverse lifetime 1/(B) of the lowest Landau levels, which is consistent with the 

hypothesis of a three-dimensional (3D) to 1D crossover in an anisotropic 3D metal in 

the quantum limit. This enigmatic result uncovers the origin of the anomalous linear in-

plane magneto-resistance observed both in bulk graphite and recently in mesoscopic 

graphite samples. [8]. 
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2 

An infrared probe of tunable dielectrics in metal-

oxide-semiconductor structures 

 

     High dielectric constant (ε1(0)) insulators have the potential to serve as 

alternative gate dielectric materials in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures to 

circumvent the fundamental scaling limitations of SiO2 [9]. Because enhanced values of 

ε1(0) in oxides stem from their giant ionic polarizabilities, these systems are inherently 

susceptible to applied electric fields [10, 11]. It is therefore prudent to characterize 

field-induced modifications of ε1(0) under operational conditions in realistic MOS 

devices. Conventional spectroscopic investigations of MOS structures usually utilize 

ultra-thin semi-transparent metallic electrodes [12, 13]. However, in these earlier works, 

experiments in the far-infrared (IR) were prohibitively difficult because of the poor 

transparency of the metallic electrodes [14]. Here we report on an electrode comprised 

of interdigitated Au contacts covered with a polymer film that is ideally suited for the 

study of electric field induced effects in the far-IR and applied this electrode to 

investigate field-induced changes of ε1(0)  in TiO2 incorporated in a MOS structure. 

We show that the origin of voltage-induced changes of ε1(0) is the hardening of IR-

active phonons in TiO2.   

   An example of the MOS structure explored in this work is displayed in the left 

panel of Fig. 2.1.  In these structures a 180 nm layer of TiO2 is deposited on a 500 m 
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n-doped Si substrate which also serves as the gate electrode. A 6 nm SiO2 layer is 

deposited onto the TiO2 layer [15]. The SiO2/TiO2 bilayer significantly improves the 

characteristics of P3HT based FET device compared to a single layer of TiO2. 

Interdigitated source and drain gold contacts form a grid on the insulating layer with the 

grid spacing ranging from 50 μm to 200 μm. Contacts for standard four-probe 

measurements are also deposited enabling monitoring of the I-V characteristics of the 

particular device employed for the spectroscopic study. The final stage of the device 

fabrication is coating with a 4 nm thin film of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). Charge 

injection into the accumulation layer in the polymer film[16] allows one to maintain an 

electric field in the region between the thick Au grids, a virtue not offered by ordinary 

interdigitated electrodes. Because the polymer film is highly transparent even under 

charge injection, these large area (>1 cm2) “grid-electrode” structures offer significant 

advantages over conventional approaches [12-14] to study the modifications of optical 

properties by applied electric field. Here we will focus on the analysis of voltage-

induced modifications of TiO2 in the far-IR region facilitated by grid-electrode 

structures; spectroscopic studies of the effects of applied electric field on the polymer 

will be reported separately.    
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Figure 2.1: Left panel: a schematic of the MOS device with a composite metal-
polymer top electrode. Right panel: a photograph of the actual device along with a 
schematic representation of the electrodes. The Au bar at the bottom of the structure is a 
contact to the substrate. The contacts on the top of the structure are intended for four-
probe measurements of I-V characteristics.  

 

      In Fig. 2.2 we summarize our results for a representative composite 

electrode device. The top panel shows the ratios of transmission spectra at different 

voltages applied between the Si substrate and Au grid-electrodes normalized by 

transmission at V=0: T(,V)/T(,0). All spectra were measured at room temperature 

with unpolarized light, with a spectral resolution of 1 cm-1. The middle panel displays 

the absolute transmission of the device at zero applied voltage and at V=45 V. The dips 

in the T() spectra of the device at 216, 386 and 503 cm-1 are due to absorptions 

associated with the transverse optical (TO) phonon modes of TiO2 [17, 18]. When a 

biasing voltage is applied to the device these modes harden (middle panel of Fig. 2.2) 

leading to strong resonances in the T(,V)/T(,0) spectra. Transmission changes reach 

10% near 200 cm-1 at 45 V, a voltage close to the breakdown threshold of these devices. 

A reference structure without a polymer film did not show appreciable changes in T() 

suggesting that the effect is intimately related to the presence of the electric field 

between the Au contacts. Indeed, under the applied voltage the SiO2/TiO2 bilayer is 
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effectively placed in a capacitor formed by charge-injected polymer at the top and n-Si 

substrate at the bottom. Note that the Au grid electrodes are not transparent in the far-IR 

region. Therefore, the field-induced changes of optical properties of the sample are 

produced primarily by the polymer and SiO2/TiO2 in regions between the Au bars.  
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Figure 2.2: Top panel: the ratios of transmission spectra of a device with a grid 
spacing of 50 μm at different applied voltages between the Si substrate and Au grid-
electrodes. The same potential was applied to the source and drain, therefore the source-
drain current was zero. Middle panel: the transmission spectrum of the Si substrate and 
the TiO2/Si bilayer. With the carrier concentration in the n-Si in the 1018 cm-3 range, the 
substrate and therefore the entire device shows relatively high transmission T()20-
50% in the far-IR region. A fit of T() for the TiO2/Si bilayer using a Kramers-Kronig 
(KK) constrained algorithm is represented by gray triangles. T() of the device at 0V 
(red line) and 45V (blue line). Bottom panel: 2() of the TiO2 film at zero applied 
voltage and 45V extracted from the KK constrained fitting. The three absorptions peaks 
(marked by arrows) in 2() are due to the TO modes of the TiO2 film. Under applied 
field the TO frequencies harden as evident from both transmission data and 2() 
spectra. 

  

      In order to quantify the field-induced modifications of the IR response of 

TiO2 it is imperative to evaluate the optical constants of all layers constituting our 

P3HT/SiO2/TiO2/n-Si devices. The complex dielectric function of the n-Si substrate 
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Si() was determined from a combination of transmission T() and reflectance R() 

measurements [19]. Next, we measured T() spectra for a TiO2/n-Si bilayer. The 

complex dielectric function of TiO2       222
21ˆ TiOTiOTiO i  was then evaluated 

from these measurements using a Kramers-Kronig constrained fitting algorithm [20] by 

properly including multiple reflections occurring in the TiO2/n-Si bilayer. Within the 

absolute uncertainty of our measurements (0.5%) the 6nm layer of SiO2 did not produce 

a noticeable effect on the T() of the device and was ignored in the analysis. We have 

verified that the absorption associated with the accumulation layer in P3HT and in n-Si 

has no impact on the T() spectra in the frequency region of TiO2 phonons. Therefore, 

it is unnecessary to account for the response of accumulation layers in the analysis.  As 

expected, the primary effect of the gold grid is to reduce the absolute value of the T() 

of the device without introducing new features to T() in the concerned frequency 

range where the phonon modes of TiO2 dominate the IR response (middle panel of Fig. 

2.2).  

The dielectric function of the TiO2 layer (Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3) extracted from 

the analysis detailed above displays 3 resonances that can be described with the usual 

Lorentzian form:   

 
 

j jj

Pj

i 
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0

2

)(             (2.1) 

where γj and pj are the linewidth and plasma frequency of the j-th mode at 0j 

respectively. Field-induced hardening of TO modes of TiO2 evident in the raw T() 

data for our devices is also clearly seen in the spectra of the real and imaginary part of 
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the dielectric function of the TiO2 layer. All three TO modes harden by approximately 

3% at 45V (Fig. 2.3). Frequencies for the longitudinal optical (LO) modes of TiO2 can 

be obtained from Eq. 2.1 using the relationship 222
pjTOjLOj   . The TO and LO 

phonon modes for both the TiO2 film and bulk TiO2 with rutile structure9 are listed in 

Table 2.1. The modification of the lattice dynamics of TiO2 by applied electric field is 

not unexpected since TiO2 is an incipient ferroelectric [21]. Indeed, field-induced 

changes of the static dielectric constant 1() have been previously reported for other 

ferroelectrics [22, 23]. The real part of the dielectric function 1() of TiO2 gate 

insulator is plotted in the bottom panel of Fig 2.3. The bottom inset of Fig 2.3 also 

displays the voltage dependence of 1(= 60 cm-1) along with the zero frequency 

extrapolation of 1(), which is a reliable estimate of 1(). The 1(0) of TiO2 film 

obtained from our infrared measurements (~ 42) is consistent with capacitive 

measurements (~ 41).7 However, both of these results are significantly smaller than the 

bulk value reported for crystalline TiO2 (~90) [21].   
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Figure 2.3: The loss function Im[-1/()] (top inset) and the real part of the 
dielectric function 1() (bottom panel) of the TiO2 film obtained from the KK 
constrained fitting of the transmission spectra. The peaks marked by arrows in top inset 
are the LO modes of the TiO2 film. The dashed lines below 60 cm-1 are extrapolations of 
1() to zero frequency.  Top panel: the ratios of TO phonon frequencies of the TiO2 
film with and without applied voltage from Table 2.1. Bottom inset: 1 at 60cm-1 (solid 
triangle) and zero frequency extrapolation 1(0) (solid square) of the TiO2 film at 
different applied voltages. Under applied voltage the phonon resonances harden 
whereas the absolute value of the static dielectric constant is reduced.   
 

        Insights into the reduction of 1(0) in films compared to that of bulk 

crystals and into its field-induced modification are provided by the Lyddane-Sachs-

Teller (LST) relation [24]:   





N

j TOj

LOj

1
2

2

1 )0(







                 (2.2) 
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The relation connects 1(0) and the high frequency dielectric constant  to the 

frequencies of LO and TO phonon modes of a crystal (LOj and TOj respectively). 

Using the values in table 2.1 together with ~6.84 for rutile [25] and ~5 for the TiO2 

thin film from our modeling, we obtain 1(0)~103 for the crystal and 1(0)~37 for the 

TiO2 film from eq. (2.2). Therefore the reduction of 1(0) in the film is a consequence of 

smaller TO-LO splitting compared to that of a bulk material. The field-induced changes 

of 1(0) are also consistent with the LST relation. Indeed, the voltage induced hardening 

of the TO modes fully accounts for the reduction of 1(0) by about 3% (as shown in 

bottom inset of Fig 2.3). Our measurements demonstrate that all TO modes of the TiO2 

film are modified by applied electric field. This finding is in accord with Cochran’s 

theory of ferroelectricity [10], where all non-linear terms in the short range forces are 

equally important. An interconnection between the field-induced modification of 

phonon frequencies and the reduction of 1(0) reported here affords adjustable dielectric 

characteristics widely employed in tunable microwave devices [11]. 

      In conclusion, we show that a composite metal-polymer electrode enables 

far-IR spectroscopic characterization of gate insulators exploited in the MOS 

architecture. Our results reveal that the microscopic origins of tunable dielectric 

response of the TiO2 gate insulator are associated with the hardening of TO phonons in 

applied electric fields. The characterization capabilities documented here uncover the 

unique potential of infrared spectroscopy for the analysis of tunable insulators and also 

for examination of charge injection phenomena in semiconductors.  
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Table 2.1: the TO and LO frequencies of the j-th phonon mode (TOj and LOj, in cm-1) 
of the TiO2 film at 0V and 45V and those of bulk TiO2 with rutile structure. The 
uncertainty of the TO frequencies is 1 cm-1 (our spectral resolution) and that of the LO 
frequencies is less than 10 cm-1 (the uncertainty of our simulation.). 

 

 TO1 TO2 TO3 LO1 LO2 LO3

TiO2 film 216 386  503 672 376 453 
TiO2 film (45V) 222 394 518 680 379 466 

Bulk TiO2 (rutile)a 183 388 500 807 373 458 

       a Ref. [17].  

 

Acknowledgements: This chapter contains materials in Z.Q. Li, G.M. Wang, K.J. 

Mikolaitis, D.Moses, A. J. Heeger, and D.N. Basov, “An infrared probe of tunable 

dielectrics in metal-oxide-semiconductor structures”, Appl. Phys. Lett. 86, 223506 

(2005). The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. 

The coauthors of this paper all contribute to the studies describe in this chapter. 
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3 

Infrared imaging of the nanometer-thick 

accumulation layer in organic field-effect 

transistors  

 

The field-effect transistor (FET) is a benchmark system for exploring the 

properties of a broad variety of materials as well as for exploiting their novel 

functionalities. Fundamentally, the electrostatic modulation of carrier density using the 

FET principle occurs at nanometer scales since the enhanced density of injected charges 

extends over only few nanometers within the active material [26]. The bottom contact 

FET devices (schematics in Fig. 3.1) are particularly well suited for the studies of 

electrostatic doping of macroscopic samples of novel low-dimensional nanoscale 

systems[27] such as films of polymer chains[28], nanotubes[29], molecules[30] and 

possibly even DNA bundles[31], all of which can be easily deposited atop of patterned 

electrodes. So far, experimental studies of the above FET structures have been primarily 

limited to transport measurements. New insights into the dynamical properties of the 

injected carriers are expected from spectroscopic characterization of the electronic 

excitations in the accumulation layer. However, this is a challenging task given the fact 

that these layers are exceptionally thin, in the nanometer range. In this letter, we 

demonstrate the capability of infrared (IR) spectroscopy to explore the electronic 
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excitations in nanometer-thick accumulation layers in bottom-contact FET devices 

focusing on charge injection in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) thin films. We have 

developed a platform that enables both IR spectroscopic and transport investigations of 

charge injection in the same device: an essential experimental step towards consistent 

analysis of transport and spectroscopic data. Earlier IR measurements on charge 

injection in organic thin films have been reported only in metal-insulator-semiconductor 

structures, which are distinct from bottom-contact FET devices typically employed for 

transport studies[13, 14, 32]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Top panel: schematic of a FET device in the bottom-contact 
geometry for infrared characterization of charge injection. The active material in our 
FET devices is P3HT. Bottom panel: the I-V curve of a representative TiO2-based FET.   
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We studied bottom-contact organic FET devices (Fig. 3.1) based on P3HT, a 

semiconducting polymer with exceptionally high mobility[33]. Devices employing a 

high dielectric constant (insulator TiO2 [15] as well as SiO2 [34] were investigated. 

The goal of using high- insulator is to increase the injected carrier density compared to 

SiO2-based devices [15]. For either type of transistors we have succeeded in probing the 

electronic excitations in the nanometer thick accumulation layer under applied fields 

exceeding 107 V/cm: a regime that has never been explored previously in spectroscopic 

studies. An analysis of the oscillator strength of the spectroscopic signatures of charge 

injection allowed us to quantify the density of the injected carriers and examine its 

evolution with applied voltages. Using IR microscopy we were able to monitor the 

spatial dependence of the injected charges in the active area of the device. Our results 

for the high- devices show significant departures from the behavior expected for an 

“ideal” FET [35] in which the charge density increases linearly with voltages and is 

uniform in the channel. This study uncovers the unique potential of IR spectroscopy for 

investigating the dynamical properties of the electronic excitations in FET structures.  

 

Large area FET devices  (>1 cm2) with gate insulator deposited on n-Si were 

investigated in this work [3]. We employed two types of gate insulators: 200 nm thick 

SiO2 and SiO2(6 nm)/TiO2(180 nm) bilayer; we will refer to the latter devices as “TiO2-

based”. The transport mobility of P3HT in our SiO2-based transistors [34] is 0.18 cm2V-

1s-1, whereas that in TiO2-based FETs [15] is 0.05 cm2V-1s-1. The I-V curve for a typical 

TiO2-based FET is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.1. In this paper we focus on the 

results for TiO2-based devices. In these FET devices, source and drain Au electrodes 
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(with a spacing of 50-200 m) were patterned on insulating oxides followed by the 

deposition of a 4 – 6 nm-thick P3HT film. Fig. 3.1 shows a cross-section of the devices 

whereas Fig. 3.4d depicts a top view photograph of an actual device. The breakdown 

voltage of TiO2-based devices is about -35~ -45 V and that of SiO2 -based FETs 

exceeds -100V. In bottom-contact FET devices, an applied gate voltage induces an 

accumulation layer [28, 36] in P3HT that forms the p-type conducting channel between 

the Au electrodes. This channel is not obscured by any other interfaces from above and 

is therefore well suited for the spectroscopic studies [3] of the accumulation layer in the 

polymer film from far-IR to near-IR with the latter cut-off imposed by the band gap of 

Si substrate. To examine the length scales associated with charge injection we 

fabricated devices with a “V-shape” electrode pattern (Fig, 3.4b). We studied changes 

of transmission as a function of applied gate voltage VGS normalized by the 

transmission at VGS=0: T(,VGS)/T(,VGS=0). The source and drain electrodes were 

held at the same potential in most measurements. All the data reported here were 

recorded at room temperature with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1.  
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Figure 3.2: The voltage-induced absorption spectra d for the P3HT layer 
under applied gate voltages VGS in a TiO2-based device. The green curve is a theoretical 
modeling of the experimental spectrum as detailed in Supporting Information. Inset: 
d spectrum for a representative TiO2 based device at VGS=-30V along with the data 
for chemically doped P3HT[37]. The latter is the difference spectrum between the 
absorption of chemically doped P3HT with 1 mol % PF6

- and that of pure P3HT[37] 
scaled by a factor of 4*105. All spectra uncover spectroscopic fingerprints of 
electrostatic doping: IRAV modes in 1,000-1,500 cm-1 range and a polaron band at 
3,500 cm-1. The oscillator strength of both the polaron band and the IRAV modes 
increases with gate voltage. The noise of the d spectra is less than 10-4

.    

 

The absorption spectra d = 1-T(VGS)/T(0V) of TiO2-based devices are 

displayed in Fig. 3.2. Here  is the change of the absorption coefficient of P3HT with 

applied voltage and d is the thickness of the accumulation layer. These spectra show 

two voltage-induced features: i) sharp resonances in the 1,000 -- 1,500 cm-1 region, and 

ii) a broad band centered around 3,500 cm-1. A gradual development of these features 

with increasing gate voltage VGS suggests that they are intimately related to the 

formation of charge accumulation layer in P3HT. (Due to the imperfections of the 

TiO2/Si boundary as well as of the surface phonon scattering [38] originating from the 
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large polarizability of high- insulator TiO2, absorption associated with the 

accumulation layer in n-Si is spread out over a broad frequency range and has a 

negligible contribution to the absorption spectra in the far-IR[3] and mid-IR. Therefore, 

the d spectra displayed in Fig. 3.2 can be attributed to the voltage-induced carriers in 

P3HT.) This assignment is supported by earlier reports of similar changes of optical 

properties produced by photoexcitation [37, 39, 40], chemical doping [37, 39] or 

electrostatic charge doping achieved by placing a P3HT film between semi-transparent 

electrodes[13, 14, 32]. Sharp resonances in the 1,000-1,500 cm-1 range result from the 

IR active vibrational modes (IRAVs); i.e Raman modes made IR active by distortions of 

the polymer backbone caused by the self-localized charges[39]. The frequencies of the 

IRAV modes are in excellent agreement with the vibrational resonances found in 

chemically doped P3HT (inset of Fig. 3.2). The broad absorption band centered around 

3,500 cm-1 is usually ascribed to a midgap state of polaron or bipolaron associated with 

the local relaxation of the lattice around the doped charge[39]. Whether this absorption 

is due to polaron or bipolaron is still under investigation [13, 37]. We’ll refer to this 

broad absorption band as polaron for simplicity. Both the IRAV modes and the polaron 

band can be quantitatively described by the amplitude mode model [41, 42] of charge 

excitations in conjugated polymers. A theoretical fit of the experimental results based 

on this model is shown in Fig. 3.2 (see Supporting Information for details). Similar 

features due to IRAV modes and polaron are also observed in SiO2-based devices as 

will be discussed in details in an upcoming publication.  
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With the key spectroscopic signatures of charge injection in P3HT established 

for our open channel devices (Fig. 3.2) we now turn to the analysis of their oscillator 

strength. It is instructive to define the effective spectral weight as   ddN eff )( , 

which is proportional to the 2D density of the injected charges responsible for the 

absorption structure in our data. Notably, the polaron band and IRAV modes are well 

separated from each other in the spectra in Fig. 3.2 and therefore the oscillator strength 

of these two structures can be quantified by properly choosing the integration cut-offs. 

Fig. 3.3 displays the spectral weight of the polaron band P
effN  (integrated from 1,450 

cm-1 to 6,000 cm-1) and that of the highest energy IRAV mode IRAV
effN (integrated from 

1,200 cm-1 to 1,450 cm-1) plotted as a function of VGS. A gradual growth of both 

P
effN and IRAV

effN  with the increase of VGS is observed. The simple capacitive model of an 

FET device predicts the linear dependence between the charge density and the bias 

voltage with the slope determined solely by the dielectric constant of the gate 

insulator  and the thickness of the insulator L:   

GSD V
eL

N 0
2


 .             (3.1) 

Devices based on TiO2 reveal a linear voltage dependence of  GSeff VN  at small VGS 

with an obvious trend to saturation at higher biases.  
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the spectral weight of the polaron band  GS
P
eff VN  (left 

panel) and of the IRAV modes  GS
IRAV
eff VN  (right panel) with gate voltage VGS in a 

TiO2-based device. The dashed line in the left panel represents the linear VGS-
dependence of P

effN from a capacitive model.   

 

Below we show that valuable insights into the accumulation layer characteristics 

are provided by a survey of the spatial distribution of charge density in the FET devices 

using IR microscopy. We carried out microscopic study of the excitations associated 

with the electrostatically doped charges in P3HT using the infrared beamlines at the 

Advanced Light Source (ALS) facility. With the focused beam of an IR microscope we 

were able to record spectra similar to those displayed in Fig. 3.2 from areas as small as 

50-100 m in diameter. The IR beam was scanned in between the “V” shaped 

electrodes (Fig. 3.4b) or in the corner of the electrodes in Fig. 3.4d with simultaneous 

monitoring of the voltage-induced changes in the spectra. The frequency dependence of 

absorption spectra did not change appreciably throughout the entire device. We 

therefore focus on the spatial dependence of the integrated weight of both IRAVs and of 

the polaron band. In Fig. 3.4a we plot the spectral weight of the highest frequency 

IRAV mode of P3HT as a function of separation between the V-shaped electrodes l 

normalized by data at l=0:    0/ lNlN IRAV
eff

IRAV
eff . TiO2-based FETs reveal a gradual 
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decay of the injected charge density away from the electrodes that vanishes at length 

scales of about 500 m. The decay of the injected carrier density in FETs with TiO2 

gate insulator is also evident in the 2D charge density profile  yxN IRAV
eff , shown in Fig. 

3.4c.  Here  yxN IRAV
eff ,  vanishes at distances beyond 500-600 m away from the 

electrodes in accord with the data for V-shaped structures. On the contrary, FETs 

structures with SiO2 gate insulator show no change of carrier density at least up to 1.6 

mm away from the contacts. This latter result verifies that in SiO2-based FETs a 

uniform equipotential layer is formed consistent with the notion of an “ideal” field 

effect transistor [35]. The charge injection landscape was also explored by imaging the 

polaron absorption with a spatial resolution of 3 m in a set-up based on synchrotron 

source at the ALS. These fine resolution results are identical to those inferred from 

IRAV modes: a gradual decrease of  P
effN  in TiO2-based devices and no measurable 

decrease of P
effN in SiO2-based structures. Neither result significantly depends on the 

biasing voltage. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first spatially-resolved IR 

imaging of the injected charges in FETs.   
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Figure 3.4: Infrared imaging of the charge injection landscape in several 
representative FETs. a, the spectral weight of IRAV modes of P3HT as a function of 
separation between the V-shaped electrodes l normalized by data at l=0: 

   0/ lNlN IRAV
eff

IRAV
eff , indicated by the black squares in b for devices with “V” shape 

electrodes. The black curve in a shows a fit of N(l)/N(l=0) with an exponential form.24 
c, the 2D charge profile IRAV

effN (lx,ly) in the P3HT layer of an FET with TiO2 gate 

insulator under -25V. The mapping region is the up-left corner of the electrode as 
schematically shown in d by the black square. The charge injection landscape inferred 
from the polaron absorption is identical to a and c generated via monitoring of the 
IRAV modes. The length scale of the charge injection process in FETs with TiO2 gate 
insulator is several hundred microns, whereas the injected charges form a uniform layer 
in FETs with SiO2 gate insulator and the charge injection length scale is 1.6mm or even 
longer.   
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The saturation behavior (Fig. 3.3) of the spectral weight of localized excitations, 

i.e.,  GS
P
eff VN  and  GS

IRAV
eff VN , may be indicative of the precursor to the insulator-to-

metal transition in conjugated polymers [43] at high carrier density. However, this 

intriguing interpretation has to be critically examined since several other factors can in 

principle mimic the saturated or nonlinear voltage dependence of the localized modes, 

such as the high leakage currents exceeding hundred A at high voltages observed in 

TiO2-based FETs. A gradual decay of charge density in the accumulation layer in TiO2-

based FETs revealed by IR imaging experiments probably originates from the 

imperfections of the gate dielectric/polymer interface as well as high leakage currents. 

Naturally, charges that are either trapped at the insulator/polymer interface or leak 

through the insulator do not contribute to the oscillator strength of the features in the 

absorption spectra. Therefore injected charges are registered in our imaging studies only 

after they exhaust all potential leakage paths through the insulator and traps at the 

polymer/insulator interface. The length scale limiting propagation of charges away from 

the injection contacts naturally follows as a result of competition between the channel 

resistance and the leakage resistance of the gate insulator[44]. These IR microscopy 

results indicate that the saturation of the oscillator strength of localized excitations at 

high VGS biases is extrinsic and originates from the limitations of TiO2 gate insulator.    

In a recent work [45], we carried out a comprehensive theoretical and 

experimental study of charge injection in P3HT to determine the most likely scenario for 

metal-insulator transition in this system. We analyzed the electronic excitations for 

three possible scenarios under which a first- or a second-order metal-insulator transition 

can occur in doped P3HT. Our measurements and theoretical predictions suggest that 
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charge-induced localized states in P3HT FETs are bipolarons and that the highest 

doping level achieved in our experiments approaches that required for a first-order 

metal-insulator transition. 

In summary, IR spectroscopy investigations of the electronic excitations in a 

nanometer thick accumulation layer, i.e., IRAV modes and polarons, have been carried 

out in P3HT thin film FET devices. We show that the unconventional behavior in TiO2-

based FETs is due to the limitations of the TiO2 gate insulator. Our work has 

demonstrated that IR spectroscopy is a unique technique for the study of charge 

injection in macroscopic samples of nanometer-scale materials in bottom-contact FET 

devices. Instrumental innovations reported here uncover the potential of IR spectro-

microscopy for the investigation of both IRAV modes and polarons, which are of 

fundamental importance for the understanding of charge transport in other materials as 

well, such as DNA [46, 47]. 

3.A Supporting Information  

Theoretical description of the field-induced absorption spectrum of P3HT. 

We have fitted the field-induced absorption spectrum of P3HT using the 

amplitude mode model [41, 42] of charge excitations in conjugated polymers. In the 

generalized theory [42] for systems that do not satisfy the adiabatic approximation, i.e., 

all phonon frequencies are much smaller than the electronic band gap, the frequency 

dependent electrical conductivity is given by 
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the pinning parameter associated with the field-induced polarons and  n is the 

dimensionless coupling constant. Nine bare phonon frequencies are used to fit the 

experimental spectrum in Fig. 3.2, all of which are in good agreement with the phonon 

frequencies extracted from experiment in Ref. 20. The fitting parameters used for the 

theoretical spectrum in Fig. 3.2 are Er=3,380 cm-1,  =0.2 and  =0.09. The good 

agreement between the experimental spectrum and that from theoretical modeling 

corroborates the microscopic origins of the observed field-induced absorption spectrum 

in Fig. 3.2.  

Acknowledgements: This chapter contains materials in Z.Q. Li, G.M. Wang, N. Sai, D. 

Moses, M.C. Martin, M. Di Ventra, A.J. Heeger, and D.N. Basov, “Infrared Imaging of 

the Nanometer-Thick Accumulation Layer in Organic Field-Effect Transistors”, Nano 

Letters 6, 224 (2006). The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author 

of this paper. The coauthors of this paper all contribute to the studies describe in this 

chapter. 
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4 

Light quasiparticles dominate electronic 

transport in molecular crystal field-effect 

transistors 

 

A comprehensive understanding of charge transport in organic semiconductors 

poses a significant intellectual challenge and, at the same time, is crucial for further 

advances in the field of “plastic electronics”[28, 48, 49]. One longstanding problem 

pertains to the nature of electronic excitations responsible for charge transport in these 

systems [50-52]. A commonly used description [50, 51] is that the electrical current in 

these easily polarizable materials is carried by polarons: electrons or holes strongly 

coupled to local lattice deformations, as illustrated in Fig. 4.0. A hallmark of the 

polaronic transport is a strong enhancement of the effective mass m* compared to the 

band values due to the coupling to the lattice [50, 51], which can be 10-1000 times 

heavier than the band mass. Therefore, the hypothesis of polaron formation in molecular 

crystals is verifiable since the effective masses of mobile charges can be directly probed 

in infrared (IR) spectroscopic measurements. 
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Figure 4.0: Panel (a)-(c) illustrate the formation of a small polaron (indicated by 
the large circle) and its motion in an electric field E. The small blue dot represents a 
charge carrier. The large solid dots are molecules. Because the van der Waals 
interactions between molecules are weak, molecular crystals are easily polarizable. 
When a charge carrier is injected into the material, local lattice distortions will be 
induced around the charge due to electrostatic interactions. Under an applied electric 
field E, the charge carriers will drag the local lattice distortions with them, forming the 
so-called small polarons. As shown here, small polarons usually have very heavy 
masses.  
 

 

Here we report on IR spectroscopy studies of charge carriers in the conducting 

channel of organic field-effect transistors (OFET) based on single crystals of rubrene 

(C42H28, Fig. 4.1b inset), a small-molecule organic semiconductor [52-55]. Rubrene 

shows the highest mobility in organic materials, up to 20 cm2/Vs at 300K. Previous 

transport studies revealed signatures of band-like transport in rubrene, such as an 

anisotropic electronic mobility, an increase of mobility at low temperature and the 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

E
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observation of Hall effect [52-55]. These properties make rubrene a unique system for 

the study of the intrinsic charge transport in organic molecular crystals.  

Our IR studies show that charge transport in rubrene based OFETs at room 

temperature is dominated by light quasiparticles in the highest occupied molecular 

orbital(HOMO) band. New spectroscopy data along with band structure calculations 

help to elucidate recent observations of non-activated, diffusive charge transport at the 

surface of high-quality molecular crystals in studies of single-crystal OFETs [52-55].  

 

A schematic of the rubrene OFETs studied here is displayed in the inset of Fig. 

4.1a. In these devices, source and drain graphite or silver paint contacts were prepared 

on the surface of a rubrene single crystal followed by the deposition of approximately 1 

m of parylene which serves as the gate insulator [53]. The gate-channel capacitance 

per unit area Ct in this type of devices is ~2.1 nF/cm2. As a gate electrode, we used a 24-

nm-thick layer of InSnOx (ITO) with the electron density 5*1020 cm-3 and the sheet 

resistance 300 /square, deposited by a dc-magnetron sputtering in pure argon. The 

gate electrode covers the entire device area (up to 3x3 mm2). We investigated the IR 

response of numerous transistors with typical DC transport mobility  5 cm2V-1s-1 at 

room temperature. The use of the semitransparent electrode ITO enabled spectroscopic 

studies of the field-induced accumulation layer (AL) in rubrene from far-IR up to 2.2 

eV, the band gap of rubrene. In our IR measurements, free-standing rubrene OFETs 

were illuminated with linearly polarized light over the frequency range 30 - 18000 cm-1 

(4 meV-2.2 eV) with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 using a home-built set-up for broad 

band micro-spectroscopy. We investigated the IR transmission of the OFETs, 
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T(,VGS), as a function of the frequency  and the voltage applied between the source 

and gate electrodes, VGS [56]. The source and drain electrodes were held at the same 

potential in most measurements. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: (a): voltage-induced changes of the transmission spectra 
T(,VGS)/T(,VGS=0V) for a representative rubrene OFET device at VGS=-280V at 
room temperature. Thick gray lines: model spectra at -280V obtained from a multilayer 
analysis as described in the text. Dash line: the contribution of ITO accumulation layer 
to T(,VGS)/T(,VGS=0V) spectra. Inset of (a): a schematic of the OFET devices. (b): 
T() of a bare rubrene crystal. Inset of (b): the molecular structure of rubrene. 

 

We start by examining the transmission spectrum T() of a bare rubrene single 

crystal (Fig. 4.1b) since these spectra will be instructive for the understanding of the 

response of rubrene-based field-effect transistors. The sharp absorption lines below 
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5000 cm-1 originate from phonons. The abrupt suppression of T() at about 18000 cm-1 

is due to the gap between HOMO and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) 

bands. The gap probed by IR, the phonon frequencies and the overall transmission level 

are all anisotropic within the ab-plane.  

Fig. 4.1a depicts the T(,VGS)/T(,VGS=0V) spectra for a representative OFET 

at 300K, obtained with the E vector along the a-axis and b-axis. Similar spectral 

characteristics were found in all devices we investigated. Under an applied gate voltage, 

a pronounced suppression of the transmission of the transistor is observed. The effect is 

stronger for the polarization of the E vector along the b-axis of the rubrene single 

crystal. The voltage-induced changes of the transmission are most prominent at far-IR 

frequencies and are peaked near 400 cm-1. The form of T(VGS)/T(0V) traces does not 

appreciably change with the applied voltage, whereas the magnitude varies nearly 

linearly with VGS. These observations suggest that the changes of IR properties of our 

devices are intimately related to the formation of ALs both in the channel of the OFET 

and in the ITO gate electrode. Using IR microscopy [4] we have verified that the 

density of induced carriers is uniform along the channel of the OFETs studied here. 

Therefore, the two dimensional (2D) carrier density Dn2  in our OFETs can be estimated 

as follows:  

GStD VCen 2     (4.1) 

where e is the elementary charge. 

In order to extract the optical constants of the electric-field-induced 

accumulation layer at the rubrene-parylene interface, we employ an analysis protocol 
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that takes into account properties of 5 layers in our devices: 1) ITO, 2) accumulation 

layer at the ITO-parylene interface characterized with the 2D conductivity )( , 

3) parylene, 4) accumulation layer at the rubrene-parylene interface with the 2D 

conductivity )(  and 5) the bulk of rubrene crystal. The response of layers 1, 3 

and 5 was assumed to be voltage independent whereas layers 2 and 4 reveal voltage-

dependent properties as indicated by raw data in Fig. 4.1 of the main text. We first 

evaluated the complex dielectric function ε()=ε1()+iε2() (related to conductivity as 

 /)(41)(  ) for layers 1, 3, and 5 from a combination of reflection, 

transmission and ellipsometric measurements, as depicted in Fig. 4.2. We then extracted  

)( ITO  from the Drude model: 
22
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 , where the relaxation 

rate γD =1300 cm-1 and effective mass m*=0.5 me was determined from the 

measurements of ITO films, and carrier density Dn2  of ITO accumulation layer was 

obtained from Eq. (4.1). Finally, we utilized a multi-oscillator fitting procedure [20] to 

account for )( . In this final step the transmission of the device is calculated 

using standard methods for multi-layered structures taking proper account for the phase 

coherence of all the layer [57]. Spectra of )(  extracted using this routine are 

presented in Fig. 4.2, whereas the T(VGS=-280V)/T(0V)  spectra generated from the 

multilayer model are plotted in Fig. 4.1a with thick gray lines. Alternatively the 

response of our devices can be described by Eq. (3) in Ref. [58], which directly relates 

the raw T(VGS)/T(0V)  data to the 2D conductivity of the ALs. The )(  spectra 

inferred from these two methods are in agreement within an accuracy of 10 %, which is 
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comparable to the error in the raw data. It is instructive to omit the rubrene AL from the 

model to display the contribution of )(  in the raw T(VGS)/T(0V)  (dashed line 

in Fig. 4.1a). This calculation shows that voltage-induced changes of the electron 

density in ITO result in a measurable change in the transmission. Note that the 

contribution of ITO to the T(VGS)/T(0V)  spectra has monotonic frequency dependence 

in contrast to the non-monotonic form of the overall transmission change of the device. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Optical constants of all constituent layers in rubrene OFETs 
including the conductivity of the ITO accumulation layer )( ITO  at VGS=-280V.    

 

Fig. 4.3 displays the optical conductivity spectra of the 2D system of field-

induced quasiparticles at the rubrene-parylene interface )(  for the polarization 

of the E vector along the a and b axes at several gate voltages. Similar to the raw 
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T(VGS)/T(0V) data, the conductivity spectra are characterized by a finite energy peak 

centered at around 400 cm-1. At frequencies below this peak, )(  decreases 

toward the DC value which has been obtained independently in DC transport 

measurements. In the near-IR range, )(  is negligibly small as shown in Fig. 

4.1a. In particular, no noticeable features were observed in )( at frequencies 

close to the band gap of rubrene. The anisotropy of the conductivity spectra is found 

throughout the IR range and extends to the DC limit. Importantly, )(  remains 

finite with the temperature decreasing down to 30 K (not shown) throughout the entire 

IR range down to at least 80-90 cm-1. We therefore conclude that no sizable energy gap 

opens up in the IR response of the AL formed by voltage-induced holes in rubrene. 
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Figure 4.3: The optical conductivity of the two-dimensional system of field-
induced charges on the rubrene-parylene interface )(  plotted for different 

values of VGS at room temperature. (a): E  a-axis data. (b):  E  b-axis data. Black 
squares on the left axes: DC conductivity at -280V. Insets: the evolution of the spectral 
weight */2 mn D  with gate voltage VGS. 

 

The non-monotonic form of the conductivity spectra in Fig. 4.3 can be 

qualitatively described by the localization-modified Drude model that is commonly 

used to account for the IR properties of organic systems and other disordered 

conductors in the vicinity of the metal-insulator transition [59]. This description is not 

unique. We therefore will focus on the overall strength of the absorption associated with 

charge injection in the AL. This analysis will allow us to evaluate the optical effective 
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masses m* of the field-induced quasiparticles at the Fermi energy EF using the model-

independent oscillator strength sum rule [60 London, 1972 #62],  


c
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.      (4.2) 

The cutoff frequency c  is chosen to be 5000 cm-1 to accommodate the entire energy 

region where voltage-induced changes are prominent. Exploring the results inferred 

through Eq. (4.2) we first point out that */2 mn D  linearly increases with VGS for both 

E  a and E  b data (insets in Fig. 4.3). This is in accord with Eq. (4.1) provided that the 

effective mass does not change within the range of applied biases. This agreement of 

the */2 mn D  data with the capacitive model justifies the use of Eq. (4.1) for extracting 

the charge density in the AL, which approaches 3.7*1012 cm-2 at -280 V. The slopes of 

*/2 mn D (VGS) for the E  a and E  b measurements are different as shown in Fig. 4.3. 

The latter effect in conjunction with Eqs. (4.1), (4.2) yields the anisotropy of the 

effective mass: ea mm 85.1*   and eb mm 80.0*  . The direct spectroscopic 

observation of the mass anisotropy elucidates the origin of the direction dependence of 

the electronic mobility */ me   discovered through transport measurements [52-

55]. Indeed the magnitude of the anisotropy of m* is in good agreement with that of the 

mobility within experimental errors; this suggests that the anisotropic effective masses 

of mobile quasiparticles dominate the directional dependence of transport properties.  

 

To understand the experimental data, we have carried out first-principles density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations of the band structure of rubrene within the 
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generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [61, 62] [63] and using the experimental 

lattice parameters [64, 65], as displayed in Fig. 4.4. The orthorhombic unit cell contains 

two ab planes, each contains two inequivalent rubrene molecules, separated by half-unit 

cell in the c direction. We find however that the interactions between the ab planes in 

the unit cell are negligible. From fitting the top of the HOMO band with parabolic 

functions over different energy ranges along the -X and the -Y directions, we 

obtained effective masses in the range of values 1.9me<ma<2.8me and 1.0me<ma<1.3me 

for hole carriers along the a and b directions, respectively. The DFT-GGA functional 

may also contribute to errors in the computed band masses. Nevertheless, the band mass 

values are overall comparable to those of the field-induced quasiparticles inferred from 

IR measurements. The difference between the two could be due to the errors in these 

quantities as discussed above. Therefore, our IR study, along with band structure 

calculations, reveals no significant enhancement of the effective mass of the 

quasiparticles in rubrene OFETs compared to the band values.  
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Figure 4.4: (a) The charge density isosurface enclosing 40% of the total charges 
obtained from DFT, which illustrates the crystal structure in the ab plane with two 
inequivalent rubrene molecules arranged in a herringbone structure. (b) The reciprocal 
lattice; -X,  -Y, and  -Z correspond to the a, b, and c crystalline direction. (c) The 
band structure of rubrene calculated using DFT-GGA. 

 

Experimental studies of charge dynamics in rubrene OFETs augmented with the 

analysis of the electronic structure unveil several unexpected aspects of the 

quasiparticles in these systems. First, no low-energy gap in the optical conductivity 

)(  is observed over the whole IR range suggesting that the field-induced 

quasiparticles reside in a continuum of electronic states extending both above and below 

the Fermi energy. The states involved in quasiparticle dynamics reflect the intrinsic 

electronic structure of rubrene with rather distinct values of overlap integrals in the  a- 

and b-directions. This conclusion is attested by the anisotropy of transport properties, IR 

conductivity and most importantly by the effective masses directly determined from the 

spectroscopic data. Rather small values of effective masses of mobile quasiparticles 

once again point to the involvement of band states (within the HOMO band) in the 
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electronic response in accord with the band structure analysis. These findings suggest 

that the periodic potential of the molecular crystal lattice and the electronic band 

structure play a dominant role in charge dynamics even at room temperature. Because 

organic molecular crystals are periodic systems, the concept of energy bands in these 

systems at sufficiently low temperatures is not in dispute. However, in view of the weak 

inter-molecular van-der-Waals bonds in these crystals, the long-range order may be 

disrupted by the thermally-induced dynamic disorder [66]. Nevertheless, our results 

show that the band dispersion evaluated in the limit of T0 provides an accurate 

account of transport and IR properties at room temperature. The notion of light 

quasiparticles in the HOMO band established through these findings is furthermore 

supported by recent observations of non-activated, diffusive charge transport on the 

surface of high-quality molecular crystals [52-55], also suggesting the existence of 

extended electronic states. 

Light effective masses comparable to band values reported here have not been 

foreseen by theoretical models commonly postulating very strong coupling between 

electronic and lattice degrees of freedom in molecular solids leading to the formation of 

small polarons even at room temperature. Small polarons are characterized by large 

masses of at least several times the band mass due to the coupling with lattice [50, 51] 

in stark contrast with our observations. Therefore, our work indicates that polaronic 

effects in rubrene OFETs are weaker at room temperature than previously thought, and 

the charge transport can be adequately described by quasiparticles in the HOMO band. 

This assertion is furthermore supported by the frequency dependence of the optical 

conductivity. Polarons in organic systems (including OFETs) typically give rise to 
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broad resonances in the absorption spectra in mid-IR frequencies [4] that are not 

detected in our data for rubrene-based transistors. We conclude that the polaron binding 

energies in rubrene must be below 26 meV, the energy that corresponds to room 

temperature. Future work will be aimed at establishing if polaronic effects in general, 

and enhancement of the effective mass in particular, may be responsible for a rapid 

suppression of the conductivity below 140 K [54]. 

 

Note: After the publication of our paper, a recent investigation of Seebeck 

coefficient (thermopower, or thermoelectric power) of organic single crystal FET also 

suggests band-like transport in these systems [67]. Our study and the results in [67] call 

for major revisions of the theoretical description of charge transport in molecular 

crystals.    
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5 

Dirac charge dynamics in graphene by infrared 

spectroscopy 

 

A remarkable manifestation of the quantum character of electrons in matter is 

offered by graphene, a single atomic layer of graphite (Fig. 5.0). Unlike conventional 

solids where electrons are described with the Schrödinger equation, electronic 

excitations in graphene are by the Dirac Hamiltonian [68, 69].  Some of the intriguing 

electronic properties of graphene, such as massless Dirac quasiparticles with linear 

energy-momentum dispersion (as shown in Fig. 5.0), have been confirmed by recent 

observations [70-73].   
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Figure 5.0: (a) A schematic of graphene: a single atomic layer of carbon atoms 
arranged in a honeycomb lattice. (b) The band structure of graphene E(kx, ky) calculated 
from a tight binding model based on the atomic structure in (a) [68]. Intrinsic graphene 
is a semi-metal or zero-gap semiconductor. The E-k relation is linear for low energies 
near the six corners of the two-dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zone, as shown in (c). 
vF is the Fermi velocity, which is the slope of the bands. Due to the linear dispersion, 
electrons and holes in graphene behave like Dirac quasiparticles [70-73]. 

    

 

Here we report an infrared (IR) spectromicroscopy study of charge dynamics in 

graphene integrated in gated devices. Our measurements verify the expected 

characteristics of graphene and, owing to the previously unattainable accuracy of IR 

experiments, also uncover significant departures of the quasiparticle dynamics from 

predictions made for Dirac fermions in idealized, free standing graphene. Several 

observations reported here indicate the relevance of many body interactions to the 

electromagnetic response of graphene. 

We investigated the reflectance R() and transmission T() of graphene 

samples on a SiO2/Si substrate (inset of Figure 5.1(a)) as a function of gate voltage Vg 

at 45K (see Methods). We start with data taken at the charge neutrality point VCN: the 

kvE(k) F

(a) (b) (c)
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gate voltage corresponding to the minimum DC conductivity and zero total charge 

density (inset of Fig. 5.1(c)). Figure 5.1(a) depicts R() of a graphene gated structure 

(graphene/SiO2/Si) at VCN=3V normalized by reflectance of the substrate Rsub(). 

Rsub() is dominated by a minimum around 5500 cm-1 due to interference effects in 

SiO2. A remarkable observation is that a monolayer of undoped graphene dramatically 

modifies the interference minimum of the substrate leading to a suppression of Rsub() 

by as much as 15%. This observation is significant because it allows us to evaluate the 

conductivity of graphene near the interference structure, as will be discussed below.  
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Figure 5.1: The reflectance R() and transmission T() of a graphene device 
under applied gate voltages. (a): the reflectance of the graphene device 
(graphene/SiO2/Si) R() normalized by that of the SiO2/Si substrate Rsub() at the 
charge neutrality voltage VCN. A set of R()/Rsub() spectra generated from the 
multilayer model using a constant (VCN) in the range of (10.15)e2/2h are shown 
as shaded area. The upper and lower boundary of the shaded area are defined by 
(VCN) with values of 0.85*e2/2h and 1.15*e2/2h, respectively. Inset of (a): a 
photograph of a graphene device together with a schematic of the focused synchrotron 
beam (red dot).  (b) and (c): R(V)/R(VCN) and T(V)/T(VCN) spectra of the graphene 
device at several voltages corresponding to EF on the electron side, where V= Vg -VCN. 
Inset of (c): the smoothed DC conductivity data of the sample as a function of gate 
voltage Vg.  
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Both reflectance and transmission spectra of graphene structures can be 

modified by a gate voltage. Figure 5.1 (b) and (c) display these modifications at various 

gate voltages normalized by data at VCN: R(V)/R(VCN) and T(V)/T(VCN), where V= Vg -

VCN. These data correspond to the Fermi energy EF on the electron side and similar 

behavior was observed with EF on the hole side (not shown). At low voltages (<17V) we 

found a dip in R(V)/R(VCN) spectra. With increasing bias this feature evolves into a 

peak-dip structure and systematically shifts to higher frequency. The T(V)/T(VCN) 

spectra reveal a peak at all voltages, which systematically hardens with increasing bias. 

A voltage-induced increase in transmission (T(V)/T(VCN)>1) signals a decrease of the 

absorption with bias. Most interestingly, we observed that the frequencies of the main 

features in R(V)/R(VCN) and T(V)/T(VCN) all evolve approximately as V .   

In order to explore the quasiparticle dynamics under applied voltages, it is 

imperative to discuss first the two dimensional (2D) optical conductivity of charge 

neutral graphene, (VCN)+i(VCN), extracted from a multilayer analysis of the 

devices (see Methods). Theoretical analysis [74-76] predicts a constant “universal” 2D 

conductivity (VCN)=e2/2h for ideal undoped graphene. Our R()/Rsub() data are 

consistent with this prediction. Fig. 5.1(a) shows a comparison between experimental 

R()/Rsub() spectrum and model spectra generated assuming constant (VCN) 

values. The constant universal conductivity offers a good agreement (within 15%) 

with the experimental spectra in the range 4000-6500 cm-1. Outside of this spectral 

region, our IR measurements do not allow us to unambiguously determine the absolute 

value of (VCN); therefore the uncertainty of (VCN) increases as shown by the 
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shaded region weighted around the e2/2h value. However, recent IR studies of 

graphene revealed a constant conductivity (VCN) =e2/2h between 2400 and 24000 

cm-1 (Ref. [77] and Mak, K.F. & Heinz, T. 2008 APS March Meeting, Abstract: 

L29.00006, unpublished). The universal conductivity is only weakly modified in bulk 

highly ordered pyrolytic graphite [78] (HOPG) and extends down to 800 cm-1. Thus in 

the following discussion, we will assume (VCN)=e2/2h throughout the entire 

range of our data.  
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Figure 5.2: The optical conductivity of graphene at different voltages. (a), the 
real part of the 2D optical conductivity() at VCN and 71V. The solid red line 
displays the region where our data support the universal result. The uncertainty of 
(VCN) is shown by the shaded area with the theoretical ()=e2/2h plotted as 
dashed line. The blue dashed line is () at 71V evaluated for the theoretical spectra: 
(VCN)=e2/2h (red dashed line). The key spectral features of (V) are 
independent of uncertainties in (VCN) indicated by the shaded area, as discussed in 
the text. Black square on the left axis: DC conductivity at VCN. (b) and (c), () and 
() of graphene at several voltages with respect to VCN corresponding to EF on the 
electron side based on (VCN)=e2/2h. The absolute values of the (spectra in (c) 
have uncertainties due to the uncertainties of (VCN) as discussed in the text. Inset 
of (b), the band structure of graphene near the Dirac point and the interband transition at 
2EF.  
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Electrostatic doping of graphene introduces two fundamental changes in the 

optical conductivity (V)+i(V): a strong Drude component formed in the far-IR 

with ()=4-100 e2/2h accompanied by a shifting of the onset of interband 

transitions at 2EF, as schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 5.2(b). In order to 

investigate these effects, we obtained (V)+i(V) (Fig. 5.2 (b,c)) from voltage-

dependent reflectance and transmission spectra (see Methods). The key features in the 

conductivity spectra are independent of uncertainties in (VCN) discussed above. 

Regardless of the choice of (VCN), under applied biases we observe a suppression 

of the conductivity compared to (VCN) and a well-defined threshold structure 

above which the conductivity recovers the universal value e2/2h. The energy of the 

threshold structure systematically increases with voltage, a natural expectation for a 

transition occurring at 2EF. With a scattering rate 1/=30cm-1 at 71V independently 

obtained from transport data, the Drude mode is rather narrow and confined below the 

low- cut-off of our measurements. We stress that the two voltage-induced 

transformations of the conductivity, the intraband mode and the onset of interband 

absorption at 2EF, are interdependent as suggested by our data. Indeed, assuming the 

intraband component can be described with a simple Drude formula 

)/()( 22
1 1   DC  using DC and 1/ obtained from transport measurements, we 

find that the spectral weight removed from <2EF is recovered under the Drude 

structure, such that the total oscillator strength given by 
c

d
0 1 )(   is conserved at 

any bias with a cutoff frequency c=8000 cm-1.  
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Figure 5.3: The Fermi energy EF and the ratio of EF to the Fermi wave vector 

FF kE / . The magnitude of FF kE /  is closely related to the Fermi velocity vF as 
discussed in the text. (a), The magnitude of 2EF plotted as a function of V1/2 and kF for 
the electron and hole sides with respect to the charge neutrality voltage. Red solid 
symbols: 2EF extracted from the minimum in the (V) spectra. Blue open symbols: 
2EF extracted from the center of the 2EF threshold in (V The uncertainties of the 
2EF values discussed in the Methods section do not exceed the size of the symbols. 
Solid lines are theoretical 2EF values using vF=1.11*106 m/S. (b), Symbols: FF kE /  as 

a function of V1/2 and Fk . Blue line corresponds to a vF value of 1.11*106 m/S. The 
error bars reflect uncertainties in the determination of the Fermi energy 2EF from the 
conductivity data )E(δ F  discussed in the Methods section and are calculated as 

)e/VCπ/()E(δ)k/E(δ gFFF  = .  

 
 
Next we extracted Fermi energy values from the 2EF threshold using two 

different methods (see Methods). We found that the 2EF values (Fig. 5.3(a)) are 
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symmetric for biases delivering either holes or electrons to graphene. Moreover, 2EF 

increases with voltage approximately as V (deviations from the square root law at 

small biases will be discussed below). Note that EF of Dirac fermions scales with the 2D 

carrier density N as NvE FF  , where vF is the Fermi velocity. In our devices, 

eVCN g /  where Cg=115aF/m2 is the gate capacitance per unit area. Therefore, the 

observed V  dependence of 2EF substantiates that graphene samples integrated in 

gated devices are governed by Dirac quasiparticles.   

      

Interestingly, the 2EF threshold in (V shows a width of about 1400 cm-1 

that is independent of gate voltage and therefore of carrier density N, irrespective of a 

seven-fold enhancement of N between 10V and 71V. This effect is much stronger than 

the theoretical estimate for thermal smearing of the 2EF feature at 45K7,8, which is about 

500 cm-1. A recent theoretical study [79] showed that disorder effects and electron-

phonon coupling are needed to account for the width of the 2EF threshold in ourdata. 

Apart from that, a spatial variation of local EF values observed in graphene on SiO2/Si 

substrates (Ref. [80] and Brar, V. et al., 2008 APS March Meeting, Abstract: 

U29.00003, unpublished) will inevitably lead to a broadening of the absorption onset at 

2EF in (because IR measurements register the absorption averaged over a large 

area (a few microns in our experiments). The origin of the inhomogeneity of EF in 

graphene is still an open question [80], which needs to be explored using spatially 

resolved probes such as near field IR conductivity studies capable of probing the 

response of a material with nanometer resolution over a large area [81].  
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Our study has uncovered several new properties of graphene that are beyond the 

ideal Dirac fermion picture  [82]. First, our study revealed unexpected features of 

(V) below 2EF. The band structure of ideal graphene implies that the interband 

transition at 2EF is the lowest electronic excitation in the system apart from the Drude 

response at =0. Therefore, one anticipates finding (V)≈0 up to the 2EF threshold, 

provided the Drude scattering rate is much smaller than 2EF. This latter condition is 

fulfilled for all data in Fig. 5.2, and yet we registered significant conductivity below 2EF 

(see supplementary information). This result has not been anticipated by theories 

developed for Dirac Fermions [74-76]. Both extrinsic and intrinsic effects may give rise 

to the residual conductivity in Fig. 5.2. Among the former, charged impurities and 

unitary scatterers (edge defects, cracks, vacancies, etc) were shown to induce 

considerable residual conductivity below 2EF [79]. However, the theoretical residual 

absorption in Ref. [79] is systematically suppressed with voltage, whereas this 

suppression was not observed in our data. In addition, the magnitude of the theoretical 

residual absorption is smaller compared to experimental values in Fig. 5.2. Therefore, it 

is likely that other mechanisms are also responsible for the residual conductivity in our 

data. One intriguing interpretation of the residual conductivity is in terms of many body 

interactions, which are known to produce a strong frequency dependent quasiparticle 

scattering rate ). It is predicted theoretically that in graphene increases with 

frequency due to electron-electron [83, 84] and electron-phonon interactions [85]. The 

energy dependent scattering rate initiates a marked enhancement of the conductivity 

compared to the Lorentzian form prescribed by the Drude model. Such an enhancement 

in mid-IR frequencies has been observed in many systems [86-88].  
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A closer inspection of the voltage dependence of the 2EF feature uncovers 

marked departures from the behavior anticipated within a single particle picture of 

graphene. In order to highlight these deviations, we plot 2EF as a function of the Fermi 

wave vector kF based on eVCNk gF /  , as displayed in Fig. 5.3(a). The EF(kF) 

plot has a clear physical meaning: it is a direct representation of the band dispersion. 

We then examine the ratio FF kE /  that is directly related to the Fermi velocity vF. The 

FF kE /  plot as a function of V1/2 and Fk  in Fig. 5.3(b) reveals a departure from linear 

dispersion with a single value of  FF kE /  expected within a single particle picture. 

Moreover, FF kE /  increases systematically with decreasing Fk  values compared to 

that at high Fk  values. The observed systematic enhancement of FF kE /  at low Fk  is 

indicative of many body interactions [82, 89, 90]. Signatures of band renormalization 

were also observed in a previous magneto-optical study of graphene [72]. Importantly, 

even the smallest FF kE /  values in Fig. 5.3(b) are higher than that of the bulk graphite 

[91] (~0.9*106 m/S), which also supports the hypothesis of FF kE /  renormalization in 

graphene. Complimentary information on the FF kE /  renormalization in graphene can 

be obtained from photoemission, which is another potent probe of many body effects in 

solids. Currently available photoemission data were all collected for epitaxial graphene 

grown on SiC [92, 93]. This complicates a direct comparison with IR results for 

exfoliated samples on SiO2/Si substrates reported here. We conclude by noting that the 

strong deviations of the experimental electromagnetic response from a simple single 

particle picture of graphene reported in our study challenge current theoretical 
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conceptions of fundamental properties of this interesting form of carbon and also have 

implications for its potential applications in opto-electronics.   

 

Note: After the submission of our paper, we became aware of another work on gate 

tunable infrared properties of graphene [94]. 

 

5.A Methods: 

Sample fabrication and infrared measurements 

In the graphene devices studied here, monolayer graphene mechanically cleaved 

from Kish graphite was deposited onto an IR transparent SiO2(300nm)/Si substrate [70, 

71], which also serves as the gate electrode. Then standard fabrication procedures were 

used to define multiple Cr/Au (3/35 nm) contacts to the sample. The devices studied 

here exhibit mobility as high as 8700 cm2 V-1 s-1 measured at carrier densities of 

~2*1012 cm-2. The characteristic half-integer quantum Hall effect is observed in these 

samples [70, 71] confirming the single layer nature of our specimen. IR experiments 

were carried out using an IR microscope operating with synchrotron source at the 

Advanced Light Source (ALS) in the frequency range of 700-8000 cm-1. The 

synchrotron beam is focused in a diffraction limited spot, which is smaller than the 

sample. We measured the reflectance R() and transmission T() of the graphene 

devices as a function of gate voltage Vg with simultaneous monitoring of the DC 

resistivity.  

 

Temperature of the graphene sample 
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Data reported here were obtained in a micro-cryostat with sample mounted on a 

coldfinger in vacuum. The temperature of our graphene sample is warmer than that of 

the coldfinger, due to thermal radiation from room temperature KBr optical windows 

and electrical isolation of the devices from the coldfinger that compromises thermal 

contact. A sensor mounted in the immediate proximity to the Si substrate of the devices 

read T=45 K at the lowest temperatures attainable at the coldfinger. Because both the 

temperature sensor and the device are in nearly identical environment, we assumed this 

reading to be accurate for graphene as well. 

 

Extracting the optical constants of graphene 

The graphene device contains four layers: (1) graphene with 2D optical 

conductivity i), (2) SiO2 gate insulator, (3) Si accumulation layer that 

forms at the interface of SiO2/Si under the applied bias and (4) Si substrate. Properties 

of layers 2 and 4 are independent of the gate voltage whereas layers 1 and 3 are 

systematically modified by Vg. In our analysis of these multilayer structures we 

followed the protocol detailed in Reference [5]. Specifically, we carried out reflection, 

transmission, and ellipsometric measurements on the Si substrates and SiO2/Si wafers 

used in our devices and thus obtained the optical constants of layers (2) and (4). We 

then investigated IR properties of test devices Ti/SiO2/Si as a function of gate voltage 

and thus extracted the optical constants of the Si accumulation layer in wafers used for 

graphene devices. We find that the response of the Si accumulation layer is confined to 

far-IR frequencies [45] and gives negligible contribution to mid-IR data in Fig. 5.1. 

Finally, we employed a multi-oscillator fitting procedure [5] to account for the 
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contribution of ) of graphene to the reflectance and transmission spectra shown in 

Fig 5.1 using standard methods for multilayered structures.   

 

Extracting Fermi energy EF from conductivity spectra 

Because of the broadening of the 2EF threshold in (V), the EF values can be 

determined most accurately from the imaginary part of the optical conductivity spectra 

(V) depicted in Fig. 5.2(c). Indeed, these spectra reveal a sharp minimum at =2EF 

in agreement with previous theoretical prediction [95]. The minimum in (V) 

spectrum is found from the frequency where the derivative of (V) with respect to 

frequency is zero. The uncertainties of 2EF obtained from this method are related to the 

accuracy in defining the minimum in (V) spectrum.  Alternatively, 2EF values can 

be extracted from the center frequency of the 2EF threshold in (VThe second 

method has larger uncertainties as shown in Fig. 5.3, due to the ambiguity of defining 

the center of the 2EF threshold in (V  

 

5.B Supplementary Information  

 

Spectral features in the raw reflectance/ transmission data and their connection 

to the broadening of the 2EF threshold and residual absorption of graphene.   

As discussed in the text, our study has uncovered an anomalous width of the 2EF 

threshold and a strong residual absorption below 2EF in the conductivity spectra of 

monolayer graphene. It is straightforward to relate both effects to features in the raw 
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data. In Fig. 5.4 we compare the raw R(V)/R(VCN) and T(V)/T(VCN) spectra (blue 

curves) with similar spectra generated from a model () spectrum for ideal graphene 

(black curves). The top panel details the input for these model calculations. In this panel 

we plot with the black line the conductivity of ideal graphene () obtained using an 

analytical expression for the optical constants of graphene derived by Gusynin et al. 

[96]: 
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n   is the Fermi distribution, 2fN  is the spin 

degeneracy, and )(  is an impurity scattering rate. A constant scattering rate  is 

used in the theoretical formula. In order to facilitate comparison with our mid-IR data, 

we have set the Fermi energy 2EF=5600 cm-1. By setting the scattering rate to =1 cm-1 

and temperature to T=45 K, we are able to model the threshold structure at 2EF 

influenced by thermal broadening representing experimental conditions. We utilized the 

above equation in the interband region and in order to account for the free carrier 

response we augmented this result with the Drude Lorentzian )/()( 22
1 1   DC , 

where DC=100* e2/2h and a scattering rate 1/=30cm-1 is obtained from the transport 

data for our device.  The model R(V)/R(VCN) and T(V)/T(VCN) spectra were calculated 

based on the input (VCN) spectrum in Fig. 5.4(a) using the procedure described in 

the Methods section. The dip-peak feature around 1000 cm-1 in all the experimental and 

model spectra in Fig. 5.4(b, c)  is due to a phonon of SiO2. Vertical dashed lines in the 
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plot show that the width 2EF of the interband threshold in () is determined by 

broadening of the high frequency edge in T(V)/T(VCN). Furthermore, this connection 

was validated through calculations using different values of the phenomenological 

damping constant  .  Thus with the guidance provided by modeling results in Fig.5.4 

one can read the broadening of the 2EF feature directly from the T(V)/T(VCN) data and 

conclude that 2EF 1400 cm-1 at all biases.   

Model spectra are equally helpful for substantiating significant residual 

conductivity of graphene below the 2EF. For this purpose it is instructive to analyze the 

upper limit of the T(V)/T(VCN) values at =2EF corresponding to the maximum 

depletion of the conductivity under the applied bias. Our modeling shows that this upper 

limit is determined by the transmission of the graphene gated structure at the charge 

neutrality point T(, VCN) and the transmission of the Si substrate Tsub() as  T(, 

VCN)/Tsub(), where Tsub() is obtained from IR measurements and T(, VCN) is 

calculated from the multi-layer model using the theoretical universal conductivity (, 

VCN) =e2/2h for graphene. Provided the residual conductivity is vanishingly small, the 

peak in T(V)/T(VCN) spectra at =2EF reaches the upper boundary. Under these latter 

conditions the amplitude of peaks in a series of spectra generated for different biases 

will trace the boundary of the shaded region in Fig.5.4(b). However, if the depletion of 

the conductivity at <2EF is incomplete, the residual absorption will reduce the 

amplitude of T(V)/T(VCN) below the upper limit.. This is indeed the case for the 

experimental spectrum in Fig.5.4-(b) taken at V=71 V and for the entire data set in Fig. 

5.1. Similarly, the amplitude of changes of reflectance is also reduced by the residual 
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conductivity (Fig.5.4-c). We note that deviations between experimental and model 

spectra is significant compared to the signal-to-noise of our measurements.  

Here we stress that the magnitude of (Vbelow the 2EF threshold is 

sensitive to ambiguities with the choice of (VCN). An assumption of the universal 

value for (VCN) implies that the residual conductivity is as strong as 0.3*e2/2h. 

Within limitations of our measurements we cannot unambiguously rule out (VCN)< 

e2/2h at energies below 4000 cm-1 and dependent on the input for (VCN)  the 

residual values at <2EF may significantly vary. Within these constrains, our data 

indicate either a breakdown of the universal conductivity (VCN)= e2/2h or 

significant residual conductivity below 2EF at finite doping. Note that other 

experimental studies [77, 78] attest to the validity of (VCN)= e2/2h assumption in 

the entire mid-IR, which implies strong residual absorption below the 2EF cut-off that is 

nearly independent of the applied voltage.  
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Figure 5.4: (a), the theoretical 2D optical conductivity (VCN)  at the charge 
neutrality point VCN (red curve) and experimental ()  spectrum at 71V (blue curve), 
together with a model (71 V) (black curve). The model spectrum reveals narrow 
width of the 2EF threshold and negligible residual conductivity below 2EF. (b) and (c): 
experimental R(V)/R(VCN) and T(V)/T(VCN) spectra at 71V (blue spectra) and model 
data corresponding to the conductivity in (a) (black spectra). The upper boundary of the 
shaded region in (b) is the upper limit of T(V)/T(VCN) values for different biases of our 
devices as described in the text.  
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6 

Band structure asymmetry of bilayer graphene 

revealed by infrared spectroscopy 

 

Recently there has been unprecedented interest in carbon-based materials due to 

the discovery of graphene [70, 71, 82, 97, 98]. Among all carbon systems, bilayer 

graphene stands out due to its remarkable properties such as a unique quantum Hall 

effect stemming from a previously unknown type of quasiparticles, massive chiral 

quasiparticles [99]. Bilayer graphene is predicted to show strong many body 

interactions due to the unusual shape of the Fermi surface [100, 101]. Moreover, it is the 

only known semiconductor with a tunable band gap between the valence and 

conduction bands [102-108], which demonstrates its great potential for future nano-

electronic applications. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to acquire a 

comprehensive understanding of this material in view of both fundamental research and 

applications. One central issue is how the Dirac quasiparticles in single layer graphene 

are modified when two graphene sheets are stacked together in bilayer graphene. The 

vast majority of previous experimental and theoretical studies have assumed that the 

electronic band structure of bilayer graphene taking proper account of interlayer 

interaction is symmetric. This is in contrast with a significant electron-hole asymmetry 

observed in cyclotron resonance [109] and cyclotron mass experiments [102]. Several 

theoretical proposals have been put forward to explain these results [102, 110]. 
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However, our current understanding of the observed effects remains incomplete. 

Furthermore, the interlayer coupling energy that controls the fundamental properties 

of bilayer graphene is yet to be determined [102, 111, 112].  

 

Here we present the first investigation of the optical conductivity of bilayer 

graphene via infrared spectroscopy. We observed dramatic differences in the evolution 

of the conductivity for electron and hole polarities of the gate voltage. We show that 

small band parameters other than give rise to an asymmetry between the valence and 

conduction bands, in contrast to the commonly assumed symmetric band structure. The 

systematic character of our IR data enables us to extract an energy difference between 

the A and B sublattices within the same graphene layer (Fig 6.1(b)) of B~18meV. 

Moreover, the value of , ~404meV, is determined from direct measurements of 

interband transitions. We discuss the broad implications of these findings for the 

fundamental understanding of bilayer graphene.  
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Figure 6.1: T(V)/T(VCN) spectra of bilayer graphene. (a) and (b): data for EF on 
the hole side and electron side. Inset of (a): a schematic of the device and infrared 
measurements. Inset of (b): a schematic of bilayer graphene. The solid lines indicate 
bonds in the top layer A1B1, whereas the dashed lines indicate bonds in the bottom layer 
A2B2. The sublattice A1 is right on top of the sublattice A2. 

 

Infrared (IR) reflectance R() and transmission T() measurements were 

performed on bilayer graphene samples on SiO2/Si substrate [109] as a function of gate 

voltage Vg at 45K employing synchrotron radiation, as described in [6]. We find that 

both R() [94, 113] and T() spectra of the bilayer graphene device can be strongly 

modified by a gate voltage. Figure 6.1 shows the transmission ratio data at several 

voltages normalized by data at the charge neutrality voltage VCN: T(V)/T(VCN), where 
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VCN is the gate voltage corresponding to the minimum DC conductivity and zero total 

charge density, and V= Vg -VCN. The T(V)/T(VCN) spectra are dominated by a dip at 

around 3000 cm-1, the magnitude of which increases systematically with voltage. Apart 

from the main dip, a peak was observed in the T(V)/T(VCN) data below 2500 cm-1, 

which shifts systematically with voltage. This latter feature is similar to the T(V)/T(VCN) 

data for single layer graphene [6]. The gate-induced enhancement in transmission 

(T(V)/T(VCN))>1) below 2500 cm-1 and above 3500 cm-1 implies a decrease of the 

absorption with voltage in these frequency ranges.  
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Figure 6.2: The optical conductivity of bilayer graphene. (a) and (b): 
(V)data for EF on the hole side and electron side. (c): 

diff(V)spectra in the 
low frequency range, after subtracting the Lorentzian oscillators describing the main 
resonacne around 3000 cm-1 from the whole (V) spectra. Inset of (a): Schematics 
of the band structure of bilayer with zero values of AB and v4 (red) and finite values of 
AB and v4 (black), together with allowed interband transitions. Insets of (b): (V)at 
0V (VCN) and 40V on the hole side with assignments of the features.  
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The most informative quantity for exploring the quasiparticle dynamics in 

bilayer graphene is the two dimensional (2D) optical conductivity  [5, 6]. 

First, we extracted the optical conductivity at VCN from the reflectance data (not shown) 

employing a multilayer analysis of the device [5, 6]. We find that VCN has a 

value around 2*(e2/2h) with a pronounced peak at 3250 cm-1 (inset of Fig 6.2(b)). This 

observation is in agreement with theoretical analysis on undoped bilayer graphene [114-

117]. Our high energy data agree with recent experiments in the visible region [77]. The 

peak around 3250 cm-1 can be assigned to the interband transition in undoped bilayer 

near the interlayer coupling energy .  

An applied gate voltage shifts the Fermi energy EF to finite values leading to 

significant modifications of the optical conductivity. The (V) and (V) 

spectra extracted from voltage-dependent reflectance and transmission data [6] are 

shown in Fig 6.2. At frequencies below 2500 cm-1, we observe a suppression of V) 

below 2*(e2/2h)  and a well-defined threshold structure, the energy of which 

systematically increases with voltage. Significant conductivity was observed at 

frequencies below the threshold feature. These observations are similar to the data in 

single layer graphene [6]. The threshold feature below 2500 cm-1 can be attributed to 

the onset of interband transitions at 2EF, as shown by the arrow labeled e1 in the inset of 

Fig 6.2(a) and (b). The observed residual conductivity below 2EF is in contrast to the 

theoretical absorption for ideal bilayer graphene [115, 116] that shows nearly zero 

conductivity up to 2EF. Similar to single layer graphene, the residual conductivity may 

originate from disorder effects [115] or many body intertactions [6]. Apart from the 
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above similarities, the optical conductivity of bilayer graphene is significantly different 

from the single layer conductivity. First, the energy range where the conductivity 

Vis impacted by the gate voltage extends well beyond the 2EF threshold. 

Furthermore, we find a pronounced peak near 3000 cm-1, the oscillator strength of 

which shows a strong voltage dependence. This peak originates from the interband 

transition between the two conduction bands or two valence bands (inset of Fig. 6.2a) 

[115, 116]. 

The voltage dependence of the Fermi energy in bilayer graphene can be 

extracted from Vusing a similar procedure as in [6]. In order to isolate the 2EF 

feature, we fit the main resonance near 3000 cm-1 with Lorentzian oscillators and then 

subtracted them from the experimental V spectra to obtain 
diffV. The 

latter spectra reveal a sharp minimum at =2EF (Fig 6.2(c)) in agreement with single 

layer graphene [6]. Figure 6.3a depicts the experimental 2EF values along with the 

theoretical result in [104]. Assuming the Fermi velocity vF in bilayer graphene is similar 

to that in single layer graphene (vF=1.1*106 m/s), we find that our data can be fitted 

with =45080meV. Equally successful fits can be obtained assuming the Fermi 

velocity and interlayer coupling in the following parameter space: vF=1.0-1.1*106 m/s 

and =360-450 meV. Previous studies showed that an applied gate voltage opens a  

between the valence and conduction bands [102-108]. Because (V) is much smaller 

than 2EF(V) for any applied bias in bottom-gate devices [104], it has negligible effects 

on the experimentally observed 2EF(V) behavior.  
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Figure 6.3: (a) Symbols: the 2EF values extracted from the optical conductivity 
detailed in the text. The error bars are estimates of the uncertainties of 

diff(V) 
spectra in Fig 6.2(c). Solid lines: the theoretical 2EF values using vF=1.1*106 m/s and 
=450 meV. (b) Solid symbols, the energy of the main peak peak in the 
(V)spectrum. Open symbols: the energy of the dip feature dip in the T(V)/T(VCN) 
spectra. Note that peak in the (V)is shifted from dip in the T(V)/T(VCN) data with 
an almost constant offset, which is due to the presence of the substrate. Solid lines: 
theoretical values of the transitions at e2, e3 and (e2+e3)/2 with vF=1.1*106 m/s, =404 
meV, AB =18meV and v4=0.04. Red dashed lines: e3 with similar parameters except 
v4=0. 

 

The central result of our study is an observation of a pronounced asymmetry in 

evolution of the optical conductivity upon injection of electrons or holes in bilayer 

graphene. Specifically, the frequencies of the main peak peak in (V) are very 

distinct for EF on the electron and hole sides, as shown in Fig 6.3(b). In addition, peak 

on the electron side shows a much stronger voltage dependence compared to that on the 
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hole side. All these features are evident in the raw data in Fig 6.1, where the resonance 

leads to a dip in T(V)/T(VCN) spectra. These behaviors are reproducible in multiple 

gated samples. Such an electron-hole asymmetry is beyond a simple band structure only 

taking into account, which predicts symmetric properties between electron and hole 

sides.  

The electron-hole asymmetry in our (V) data can be explained by an 

asymmetry between valence and conduction bands[118]. Such an asymmetric band 

structure arises from finite band parameters AB and v4, where AB (denoted as  in 

[115, 119] is the energy difference between A and B sublattices within the same 

graphene layer, and v4=. and are defined as interlayer next-nearest-neighbor 

coupling energy and in-plane nearest-neighbor coupling energy, respectively [115, 119]. 

We first illustrate the effects of AB and v4 on the energy bands of bilayer graphene Ei(k) 

(i=1,2,3,4), which can be obtained from solving the tight binding Hamiltonian Eq (6) in 

Ref. [115]. We find that finite values of AB and v4 break the symmetry between 

valence and conduction bands, as schematically shown in the inset of Fig 6.2(a). 

Specifically, AB induces an asymmetry in E1 and E4 bands such that E1 >E4 at k=0, 

whereas v4 induces an electron-hole asymmetry in the slope of the valence and 

conduction bands. With finite v4, the bands E1 and E2 are closer and E3 and E4 are 

further apart at high k compared to those with zero v4 value. 

Next we examine the effects of AB and v4 on (V). It was predicted 

theoretically [116] that the 3000 cm-1 peak in (V) occurs in the frequency range 

between two transitions labeled e2 and e3 as shown in the inset of Fig 6.2(a) and (b). 
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Here e2=Ek and e3=E3(k=kF)E4(k=kF) for the hole side, and 

e2=Ekand e3=E1(k=kF)E2(k=kF) for the electron side [116], with defined 

as the gap at k=0. For zero values of AB and v4, e2 and e3 transitions are identical on the 

electron and hole sides. The finite values of AB and v4 induce a significant inequality 

between e2 and e3 on the electron and hole sides. We first focus on the low voltage 

regime, where peake2e3. Because vF and v4 always enter the Hamiltonian in the form 

of vFk and v4k products [115], these terms give vanishing contributions at low V, where 

k goes to zero. Consequently, peak value at low bias is solely determined by and AB, 

with peakAB and peakAB for electron and hole side, respectively. At VCN 

(0V), interband transitions between the two conduction bands and the two valence 

bands are both allowed, which leads to a broad peak centered between AB and 

AB (Fig 6.3(b)). From the two distinct low voltage peak values on the electron and 

hole sides shown in Fig 6.3(b), the values of and AB can be determined with great 

accuracy: 40410meV and AB=182meV. Therefore, the (V)data at low 

biases clearly indicates an asymmetry between valence and conduction bands in bilayer 

graphene due to finite energy difference of A and B sublattices. 

 

In order to explore the V dependence of peak and the width of the main peak in 

(V), peak, we plot the e2 and e3 transition energies [116] as a function of V (Fig. 

6.3b), using the gap formula (V) in [104] [120] and our calculated asymmetric 

dispersion Ei(k) (i=1,2,3,4) [121], with vF=1.1*106m/s, =404meV, AB =18meV, and 

for both v4=0 and v4=0.04. We find that e2 does not depend on v4, whereas e3 is strongly 
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affected by v4. With a finite value of v4 (~0.04), an assignment of peak to (e2+e3)/2 

appears to fit our data well on both electron and hole sides. Nevertheless, larger 

separation of e2 and e3 on the hole side is inconsistent with the relatively narrow peak in 

(V)for both electron and hole injection with nearly identical width. Yet the finite 

value of the v4 parameter [112] is essential to qualitatively account for the voltage 

dependence of peak, because with v4 ~0 peak follows e2 and e3 on the electron and hole 

sides (Fig 6.3b), respectively, eluding a consistent description. A quantitative analysis 

of the V dependence of peak and peak is discussed in [118].  

 

We stress that and AB are determined from the low bias (low kF) data. 

Therefore the values of and AB reported here do not suffer from the currently 

incomplete understanding of V dependence of peak and peak discussed above. The  

value (404±10meV) is directly determined from measurements of transitions between 

the two conduction bands or valence bands without any assumptions. This value is more 

accurate than previous indirect measurements of [102, 111, 112]. The accurate 

determination of is paramount since it governs the fundamental properties of bilayer 

such as the quantitative behavior of the tunable band gap [102, 104]. 



IR measurements reported here have enabled accurate extraction of AB (18meV) 

in bilayer graphene free from ambiguities of alternative experimental methods. For 

comparison, the energy difference between A and B sublattices AB in graphite is about 

36meV [118, 119]. Note that, in graphite, AB=-+where  and  are band 
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parameters of graphite[118]. As pointed out in [118], AB(graphite) ~2 AB(bilayer) is 

exactly what one would expect within the tight binding model of graphite. The physical 

origin of AB is the short-range (exponentially decaying with distance) repulsion due to 

exchange and correlation effects between the electron states of the stacked atoms. 

(Neither Coulomb nor even the van derWaals interaction have short enough range to 

effectively discriminate between the two sublattices, given the relatively large interlayer 

distance.) Since in the bilayer each A atom has a single stacking partner while in the 

Bernal graphite it has two of them, one expect AB(graphite) ~2 AB(bilayer).[118] 

 

The asymmetry between valence and conduction bands uncovered by our study 

has broad implications on the fundamental understanding of bilayer graphene. An 

electron-hole asymmetry was observed in the cyclotron resonance [109] and cyclotron 

mass experiments [102] in bilayer, both of which have eluded a complete understanding 

so far. Our accurate determination of finite values of AB and v4 calls for explicit 

account of the asymmetric band structure in the interpretation of the cyclotron data. 

Moreover, the different AB values in bilayer graphene and graphite reveal the 

importance of interlayer coupling in defining the electronic properties and band 

structure of graphitic systems. 

 

During the preparation of this paper, we became aware of another infrared study 

of bilayer graphene by A.B. Kuzmenko et al [113]. We thank M. L. Zhang and M. M. 

Fogler for their discussions on the theoretical interpretations of the data. 
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7   

Charge dynamics in graphite: zero field and the 

extreme quantum limit 

 

7.1  Introduction 

Recent interest in electronic transport and optical properties of carbon-based 

materials has been prompted by the discovery of graphene, a one-atom-thick sheet of 

carbon [70, 71, 82, 97, 98]. The charge carriers in graphene are found to behave like 

relativistic Dirac quasiparticles [6, 70-72], which exhibit a spectrum of fascinating new 

physics [70, 71, 82, 97, 98] such as an anomalous quantum Hall effect. The low energy 

excitations in intrinsic (undoped) graphene are governed by interband transitions. The 

optical conductivity of intrinsic graphene was predicted to be a frequency independent 

universal value e2/2h [74-76, 122] in a broad energy range below the bandwidth (~2eV) 

[92, 93], where energy bands with linear dispersion was found in graphene. Such a 

universal conductivity has been observed in a number of recent experiments [6, 77]. 

The universal conductivity of graphene can be significantly modified by 

interlayer coupling when two or more graphene layers are stacked together [115]. For 

instance, the optical conductivity of bilayer graphene has been predicted to show a peak 

around the interlayer coupling energy and many other features not present in the 

response of graphene [114-117]. These predictions are consistent with recent infrared 
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(IR) experiments on bilayer samples [7]. In bulk single crystal or highly oriented 

pyrolitic graphite (HOPG), graphene layers are stacked along the c-axis following one 

of several possible rules, most often with the Bernal stacking [119]. Therefore, the c-

axis hopping is also expected to have a considerable effect on the optical conductivity. 

However, a recent IR study found that the sheet optical conductivity per graphene layer 

of HOPG is close to the universal conductivity of monolayer graphene e2/2h in the 

energy range of 800-8000 cm-1 (0.1 – 1 eV) [78]. This seemingly odd result agrees in 

fact with the calculations based on the tight-binding model [78]. Nevertheless, the 

interlayer coupling is essential for the observations of a number of interesting effects 

such as a 3D-1D crossover in high magnetic field [8, 123]. The previous infrared 

measurements on graphite [8, 78, 124] were all based on reflectivity measurements and 

the Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis that relies on extrapolations beyond the cut-off of 

the actual data and thus introduces a certain systematic inaccuracy to the resulting 

conductivity. In order to improve the reliability it is desirable to measure the optical 

conductivity directly.  

In section 7.2, we employ a combination of infrared ellipsometry and reflectance 

measurements of cleaved HOPG samples that allows us to investigate the full optical 

conductivity tensor, namely both ab plane and c axis conductivity without the recourse 

to Kramers-Kronig analysis. Our data confirm that the sheet optical conductivity of 

graphite is close to the universal conductivity e2/2h of intrinsic graphene in the mid-IR 

region. Moreover, these measurements have placed certain constraints on the c-axis 

optical conductivity without taking any optical data on a surface containing the c-axis 
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that is hard to prepare and which properties are severely effected by polishing [125, 

126]. 

 

In section 7.3, we carried out systematic study of bulk graphite in the quantum 

limit. Intense magnetic fields can radically alter properties of materials and produce a 

myriad of novel effects and novel states of matter [26, 87, 127]. One intriguing example 

is the field-induced transformation expected in an anisotropic three-dimensional (3D) 

metal. Provided only the lowest Landau levels (LLs) are populated (a condition referred 

to as the quantum limit), coherent charge motion in the direction perpendicular to the 

magnetic field is arrested. Therefore magnetic field initiates a crossover from 3D to 1D 

transport along the direction of the field [128]. A suitable candidate system to exhibit 

this phenomenon is graphite. In this anisotropic semimetal comprised of weakly 

coupled graphene sheets, a combination of low carrier density and small effective 

masses allows one to achieve the quantum limit condition in fairly modest magnetic 

fields along the c-axis (7-8T) [119]. A manifestation of the 3D to 1D crossover is the 

field dependence of the relaxation rate 1/ associated with the lowest LLs [128]. This 

fundamental electronic characteristic is difficult to infer from transport studies but can 

be directly probed via infrared (IR) spectroscopy. 

Here, via IR spectroscopy of graphite we probe lifetimes  associated with the 

lowest LLs in the quantum limit with field perpendicular to the graphene planes. We 

find that 1/  B for the lowest LLs, which is distinct from power laws typically found 

in other classes of low dimensional systems[26] but consistent with the hypothesis of a 

3D to 1D crossover [128]. Empowered by the experimental data for lifetimes, we were 
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able to elucidate the anomalous linear magneto-resistance in samples of weakly 

interacting graphene sheets. This peculiar form of magneto-resistance was discovered 

nearly 40 years ago in bulk graphite [119, 129] and recently observed in mesoscopic 

samples comprised of only few graphene layers [130, 131].  

 

7.2   Zero field optical conductivity of graphite by 

infrared ellipsometry and reflectance 

 

We studied two large (6X6 mm2) HOPG samples of XYA grade (c-axis 

misorientation less than 0.4o) from different suppliers. Ellipsometry measurements in 

the energy range 400 to 6000 cm-1 (0.05 – 0.75 eV) were performed at room 

temperature using an ellipsometer by Woollam Inc. coupled to Bruker IFS-66vs IR 

interferometer. Ellipsometric coefficients  and  were measured at three angles of 

incidence: 45, 60 and 75 degrees, where eitan=rp/rs. Here, rp and rs are reflectance 

coefficients for the light polarized parallel (p-polarization) and perpendicular (s-

polarization) to the plane of incidence, respectively. Near-normal incidence reflectance 

was measured in the range of 15 to 25,000 cm-1 (0.018 – 3.1 eV).  
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Figure 7.1: Ellipsometric coefficients  and  of sample HOPG1 (panel (a) and 
(b)) and HOPG2 (panel (d) and (e)) for three incident angels. Panel (c) and (f): the 
reflectance spectra for HOPG1 and HOPG2. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 depicts ellipsometry and reflectivity data. The  and  curves for 

these two samples are very similar. Because graphite is anisotropic, the ellipsometric 

coefficients  and  are determined by both the ab plane and c axis optical conductivity 

()=()+i() [57]. In principle, both the ab plane and c axis optical conductivity 

can be inferred from ellipsometric measurements carried out at multiple incident angles 

[57] at each given frequency. However, this is difficult to achieve in practice for most 
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anisotropic samples. Consider the pseudo-dielectric function at a given angle of 

incidence that is governed both ab(and c(. In practice, the two unknown 

components of the conductivity tensor can be extracted only if the pseudo-dielectric 

functions are different at different incident angles. Unfortunately, in the case of the 

graphite the measured pseudo-dielectric functions at different incident angles are very 

close to each other, and measurements at multiple angles of incidence provide only 

limited extra information compared to one measurement at a single angle. Therefore, it 

is hard to determine ab(and c(simultaneously through the usual analysis of 

ellipsometry data collected for the ab-plane surfaces. 

 

In order to make the data inversion more reliable, we employed a causality 

consistent procedure to analyze both the ellipsometry and reflectance data [20]. Since 

the data taken on the ab-surface are more sensitive to the ab-plane components of the 

dielectric tensor, both real and imaginary parts of ab(were varied independently in 

every experimental frequency point. For the c-axis optical conductivity that affects less 

the measured data, we use a smooth KK consistent parameterization as a trial function, 

namely a Drude-Lorentz model with limited number of oscillators. We then allowed 

both the ab plane and c-axis conductivity to vary to fit the ellipsometry and reflectance 

data [20]. When a good fit was found, we varied the c-axis trial function and repeated 

the fitting procedure. After trying a large number of c-axis functions, we find that when 

an acceptable fit of the raw data is achieved (taking into account the error bars), the 

resulting ( spectra for ab plane and c-axis always fall into the shaded areas in Fig 

7.2(a) and 7.2(b), respectively. We conclude that a combination of the ellipsometry and 
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reflectance data indicates that the ab plane and c axis optical conductivity are within the 

shaded areas in Fig 7.2(a) and 7.2(b), respectively. Similar results were found for both 

HOPG samples. 

 

 

Figure 7.2: (a) Solid curve, ab plane conductivity obtained from Kramers-
Kronig transformation of the reflectance data. Shaded area: the range of ab plane 
conductivity extracted from a causality consistent modeling of the raw data in Fig 7.1, 
as detailed in the text. (b) Shaded area: the range of c-axis conductivity. 
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The range of the real part of the sheet optical conductivity G( for the HOPG 

samples are shown in Fig. 7.3, where G( =
ab(*d and d=3.35A is the interlayer 

spacing. The G( spectra are in good agreement with results reported in [78]. The 

G( = e2/2h tanh(/4T) spectrum for intrinsic graphene at T = 300K is also shown in 

Fig. 7.3 for comparison. The suppression of G( of graphene at 300K with respect to 

the universal conductivity e2/2h in the low frequency region is due to thermal effects. 

Our measurements provide a direct confirmation that the sheet optical conductivity of 

bulk graphite is close to the universal conductivity of intrinsic graphene e2/2h  in the 

mid-IR range. This interesting observation is consistent with calculations of sheet 

optical conductivity within the Slonczewski-McClure-Weiss model [78] and 

calculations based on a multilayer graphene model [115]. Interestingly, the conductivity 

of graphite does not show a resonance peak around the interlayer coupling energy as 

observed in bilayer [7]. Previous calculation [78]has shown that the conductivity for a 

particular kz value indeed shows strong resonance peaks similar to bilayer, but the 

resonance features are averaged out in the kz integrated total conductivity. This effect is 

due to the continuous changing of the band splitting from a maximum value (0.9 eV for 

the conduction band and 0.7 eV for the valence band) at the K point to zero at the H 

point.  The enhancement of G( in graphite at higher energies with respect to the 

universal conductivity stems from the interband transitions near the K point of the band 

structure, where the band is characterized by a van Hove singularity [78].   
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Figure 7.3: The sheet optical conductivity of graphite (the optical conductivity 
per graphene layer) G( spectra obtained from a causality consistent modeling of 
ellipsometry and reflectance data, together with G( spectrum of sample HOPG2 
extracted from KK of reflectance data. The theoretical G( spectrum for graphene at 
300K is also shown for comparison.  

 

 

While the experimental uncertainty of the in-plane optical conductivity (shaded 

area in Fig. 7.2a) is about 10-15%, the relative spread of the allowed c-axis conductivity 

compatible with this set of experimental data is notably larger (shaded area in Fig. 7.2b). 

The c axis dielectric function 1 from our fitting also has large uncertainties, ranging 

from 2 to 8 in the mid-IR. These uncertainties are due to the insensitivity of the ab plane 

measurements on the c axis optical constants as discussed above. On the other hand, it 

is very challenging to measure the c-axis conductivity from samples with ac surface due 

to issues such as surface roughness, polishing, and leakage of the ab plane component. 

Consequently, the c-axis optical constants in the literature show a large spread [125, 

126, 132, 133]. Our study placed constraints on the range of the c-axis conductivity 
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from measurements of ab surface samples without the aforementioned complications 

associated with the ac surface. Interestingly, the c-axis optical constants in the literature 

[125, 126, 132, 133] all fall into the range inferred from our study. Recent theoretical 

calculations of the c-axis conductivity [115] also place the theoretical spectrum within 

the constraints that we have identified here. Further work is needed to accurately 

determine the c-axis conductivity and explore the interlayer coupling in graphite. 

In summary, we carried out systematic IR reflectance and ellipsometric 

measurements on HOPG. These experiments have allowed us to determine model-

independently both the ab plane and c-axis optical conductivity, although the inaccuracy 

of the latter one remain significant. We verified that the sheet optical conductivity 

G( of HOPG is close to the universal conductivity of intrinsic graphene e2/2h  in 

the mid-IR range, which is consistent with recent theoretical calculations.    

 

7.3 Infrared probe of the anomalous magnetotransport 

of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite in the extreme 

quantum limit 

 

HOPG samples were measured in zero field as described in section 7.2. The 

magneto-reflectance R(,B) were measured in the Faraday geometry: E vector in the 

graphene plane and magnetic field B parallel to the c axis of the sample. Our in-house 

apparatus enables absolute measurements of R(,B) in fields up to 8T over a broad 
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frequency range (15 to 4,000 cm-1) [134]. Data in selected magnetic fields were 

acquired using a sub-THz Martin-Puplett interferometer and extend down to 7 cm-1. The 

magneto-reflectance ratios R(,B)/R(,B=0) in the range 20-3,000 cm-1 with B=7-18 T 

were obtained at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahassee. All data 

in magnetic field were taken at 5K. 

 

 

Figure 7.4: The /B scaled plot of the ab-plane reflectance spectra R(,B) in 
several magnetic fields. At each field B, the zero field reflectance spectrum R(,B=0) is 
also scaled by the corresponding factor B for comparison. Every set of spectra is offset 
by 30% for clarity. The model spectra are obtained from the analysis detailed in the text.  
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Insights into the anomalous magneto-transport can be provided by a systematic 

investigation of magneto-reflectance R(,B) spectra, which are displayed in a /B 

scaled plot in Fig. 7.4. To highlight field-induced changes of the optical properties, at 

each field B the zero field reflectance spectrum R(,B=0) is also scaled by the same 

factor B and shown together with R(,B) for comparison. Two new features are 

observed in the high-field spectra: i) the reflectance at low frequency is strongly 

suppressed and no longer extrapolates to unity in the DC limit; ii) the R(,B) spectra 

reveal a series of field-dependent resonances extending up to 3,000 cm-1 (see also the 

bottom panel of Fig. 7.5). The dramatic suppression of the low frequency reflectance 

R( ,B) is an IR counterpart of the enormous positive magnetoresistance of graphite 

exceeding 1000 in 18T field [119]. The resonance features in R(,B) originate from the 

inter-LL transitions. An inspection of Fig. 7.4 shows that the frequencies of the 

strongest resonances reveal a linear dependence on magnetic field.  
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Figure 7.5: Top panel: model spectra +() and  1-() at 16 T obtained from 
the analysis detailed in the text. The black square on the left axis represents the dc 
conductivity dc at 0 T. The green curve is the high frequency field-independent 
absorption in both +() and  1-(). Bottom panel: experimental R() spectra at 0 and 
16 T and model spectra R() at 16 T. The arrows indicate the resonance features in R() 
and  1-() due to the (LL-1)-(LL0) transition. 
 

The rather complicated form of the R(,B) spectra and its systematic evolution 

with magnetic field are both in accord with the SWMC band theory of HOPG. To show 

this we analyzed R(,B) spectra displayed in Fig. 7.4 using a magneto-optical 

Lorentzian model for the complex conductivity due to inter-LL transitions )(LL ωσ±  

[135]:  
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This equation yields a series of resonance peaks at j+ and j- at the poles of the left- 

and right-hand circularly polarized conductivity )(LL ωσ± . Each peak is defined through 

the linewidth ±j/ τ1 and the oscillator strength 2ω ±pj . Inter-LL transitions at both K and 

H points of the Brillouin zone [136, 137] are included in our fitting. According to 

SWMC theory, more than a dozen inter-LL transitions are likely to contribute to R(,B) 

in the studied frequency range. However, the parameters in Eq. (7.3.1) are strictly 

constrained by both the analytical properties of )(ωσ±  and the selection rules of inter-

LL transitions [119, 137]. Following these constraints, Eq. (7.3.1) is used to construct 

)(ωσ± , which are then used to evaluate the reflectance spectra R()=[R+()+R-()]/2. 

In addition, several field-independent Lorentzian oscillators are employed in both 

)(ωσ1±  to account for the absorption above 3,000 cm-1, as displayed by the green (light 

gray) curve in Fig. 7.5. We observed an additional resonance feature in R(,B) below 

8.5T in the range 50-100 cm-1/T in Fig. 7.4, which is an expected consequence of the 

quantum limit [138]. The resonances in R(,B) below and above 8.5T are roughly at the 

same positions in the /B plot, with small deviations in the high frequency resonances. 

The two different sets of magneto-optical oscillators at B/j±ω  employed to fit 

experimental R(,B) are summarized in table 7.1. We use the transition energies from 

ref [137] to account for the inter-LL transitions at the H point. These transitions at the H 

point are at much higher energy compared to those at the K point and constitute a broad 
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background in R(,B) spectra [137]. We stress that all field-dependent oscillators 

employed in our model can be assigned to the inter-LL transitions at K and H points 

within the conventional SWMC band model [119]. 

The model spectra at representative fields obtained from the above analysis are 

depicted in Fig. 7.4 and 7.5. Both the peak structures and their field dependence in 

experimental R(,B) spectra are reproduced by our analysis. Of special interest is the 

lowest inter-LL transition (LL-1)-(LL0) shown in Fig. 7.6. This transition is well 

separated from higher energy resonances, therefore the reflectance in the vicinity of this 

mode is hardly affected by other higher energy modes in our model, which allows us to 

extract the parameters for this particular transition from the above analysis. Moreover, 

in the quantum limit LL-1 and LL0 are the only occupied levels [119], which are 

directly related to the magneto-transport properties. Therefore, special attention will be 

given to the (LL-1)-(LL0) transition. Both the resonance frequency of this transition and 

its linewidth 1/ follow a linear field dependence as shown in Fig. 7.6. This is evident 

from a close inspection of the experimental R(,B) spectra in Fig. 7.4. The power law 

of 1/(B) below 6T field is yet to be explored, because at low fields the (LL-1)-(LL0) 

transition occurs at low energies beyond our detection limit. 
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Figure 7.6: Resonance frequency (left panel) and linewidth (middle panel) of the 
(LL-1)-(LL0) transition in magnetic field. The dashed curves in these two panels are 
linear fits to the data. The dotted curves in the left panel are sqrt(B) fits. Right panel: a 
schematic of the LL-1 and LL0 Landau levels in the quantum limit. 

 

Our magneto-reflectance data are in accord with the conventional SWMC band 

model of graphite [119]. In the SWMC model, the inter-LL transitions at K and H 

points have different field dependence: transitions at the K point reveal “normal” 

quasiparticle behavior (linear B scaling) [119], whereas transitions at the H point show 

Dirac behavior at high fields (~sqrt(B) scaling) [137]. Inter-LL transitions at both K and 

H points of the Brillouin zone are needed to fully account for our results on HOPG, 

which is consistent with previous magneto-optical study of bulk graphite samples [137]. 

We now show that the observed 1/  B dependence for the (LL-1)-(LL0) 

transition (Fig. 7.6) is consistent with the notion of 3D to 1D crossover in an anisotropic 

3D metal in the quantum limit [128]. The 1/  B behavior in Fig. 7.6 most likely 

originates from the linear field dependence of the broadening of both LL-1 and LL0 

[139], which is the scattering rate of the quasiparticles. In the quantum limit, the carriers 

have finite momentum only along the field direction (c-axis) and move diffusively in 

the transverse direction (ab plane) when scattered by impurities. The carrier-impurity 

scattering rate 1/ in the quantum limit is given by Bun)B(/ νπ2τ1 2
00= [128], where the 
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density of neutral impurities n0 and impurity potential u0 are B-independent. The 3D 

density of states Bν  increases linearly with B in the quantum limit in graphite [119], 

giving rise to the linear B dependence of 1/. The increase of 1/ by a factor of 3 from 

6T to 18T is consistent with a threefold increase of Bν  in this range [119]. The 

interactions between carriers can give additional corrections to 1/ (B), which have 

weak logarithmic field dependence [140]. Therefore our data for the field dependence of 

the relaxation rate are in accord with the specific prediction of a model involving 3D to 

1D crossover in the quantum limit. 

Based on the observed 1/  B result, we propose an explanation for the 

anomalous linear magneto-resistance found both in mesoscopic graphite systems [130, 

131] and in bulk graphite [119]. First, the giant positive magneto-resistance of graphite 

is clearly related to the electronic spectral weight transfer of the Drude mode in the B=0 

spectrum to finite energies in magnetic field (Fig. 7.5). The spectral weight transfer 

results in a drastic suppression of the conductivity in the DC limit by more than 103. 

Data in Figs. 7.4, 7.5 furthermore show that the lowest energy electronic excitation in 

the quantum limit is the (LL-1)-(LL0) transition revealing the linear field dependence of 

the relaxation rate. Let us explore the consequences of these findings for magneto-

resistance that we will analyze following the standard form appropriate for the quantum 

limit as shown in:[128, 141]  
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where xxρ  is the ab-plane resistivity, iρ and iii qn/R 1=  are the resistivity and Hall 

coefficient of the electrons (i=1) and holes (i=2), and ni and qi are the density and 

charge of the carriers. Note that in the quantum limit the off-diagonal term in the 

resistivity tensor can still be expressed as RiB as shown in Ref. [128]. We emphasize 

that here Eq. (7.3.2) is not the semiclassical magnetoresistance: it follows from a fully 

quantum mechanical treatment, and iρ and iR are B-dependent quantities. At high fields, 

the B2 term dominates over the zero field term in the numerator, therefore the latter can 

be neglected. In the quantum limit, transport in the ab plane is diffusive with iρ  given 

by De~/ Bi νρ1 2 [140] where τ2 /l~D B  is the diffusion coefficient and eB/~lB 1  

is the magnetic length. From Bν  B [119], and D~1 (1/  B from our results), we 

obtain 1/i  B. Because the net carrier density in the sample n1-n2 is constant at high 

field [119] and n1~n2  B, we obtain B)RR( 21 +  B/1 . This expression is valid in 

the magnetic field regime where graphite shows linear magneto-resistance. In even 

higher field, n1-n2 decreases with field due to the so-called magnetic freeze-out effect, 

and correspondingly a saturation of magneto-resistance is observed. Combined with 

en/R ii 1=  1/B, we find xxρ  B. Therefore, our study suggests that the anomalous 

linear magneto-resistance of graphite originates from quantum transport in magnetic 

field. The above analysis can also be used to account for the linear magneto-resistance 

in mesoscopic graphite-based electronic systems [130, 131], where interlayer coupling 

between graphene sheets is important.  

The use of a two-band model in our analysis is corroborated by a recent study of 

mesoscopic graphite field-effect transistors [130, 131], which shows that the slope of 
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the magneto-resistance can be tuned by changing the carrier compensation ne-nh 

consistent with Eq (7.3.2). Previously, a model based on magnetic-field-dependent 

scattering range of ionized impurity scattering [129] was proposed to explain the linear 

magneto-resistance in graphite. Due to the field-dependent screening of charged 

impurities, the scattering rate in this model has a field dependence of 1/ ~ B/(c+B)2, 

where c is a constant [129]. This prediction is in contrast to our observation 1/  B. 

Therefore, our study shows that impurities in graphite are likely to be uncharged and the 

ionized impurity scattering model [129] may not be applicable. Indeed, previous 

magneto-transport studies have shown the limitations of the ionized impurity model 

[142, 143]. Recently, an interesting model based on Dirac fermions [144] is proposed to 

account for linear magneto-resistance in graphite. However, our studies of HOPG have 

clearly demonstrated that Dirac fermions do not play a dominant role in the magneto-

transport in graphite. 

In summary, we carried out systematic IR magneto-optical experiments on 

HOPG. We show that the optical properties of HOPG in both zero field and magnetic 

fields can be understood within the conventional SWMC band theory of graphite. We 

observed an unconventional linear field dependence of the inverse lifetime 1/ 

associated with the lowest LLs. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis of 3D 

to 1D crossover in an anisotropic 3D metal in the quantum limit [128]. This new result 

has allowed us to address the origin of the anomalous linear magneto-resistance in 

mesoscopic graphite-based electronic systems [130, 131] as well as in bulk graphite 

[119]. Our work has demonstrated the potential of IR spectroscopy for the study of LL 

dynamics and novel magneto-transport phenomena in carbon based materials such as 
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mesoscopic graphite and graphene [75, 96], which are directly related to the novel 

functionalities of magneto-electronic devices based on these materials. 

 

Table 7.1: The magneto-optical Lorentzian oscillators used in the analysis of R(,B) 
and their possible assignments. + /B and − /B in (cm−1/T) are frequencies (normalized 
by magnetic field B) of the oscillators in +() and  -(), respectively, used to account 
for the inter-Landau-level (LL) transitions at K point. Two sets of oscillators are used in 
two field ranges: (h) B>8.5 T and (l)B8.5 T. The theoretical transition frequencies are 
labeled following Nakao’s notation [136]: hn-em refers to the transition from the nth 
hole LL to the mth electron LL, etc. The transitions e1-e8 and e1-e9 are allowed only 
below the quantum limit. The last eight columns list ±jω  and ±j/ τ1  (both in cm−1) 

used for the model spectrum R() at 16 and 8.5 T. The parameters of the oscillator used 
for m+=0,−1 transitions at H point are 16 T: 0=1212 cm−1, p=4243 cm−1, 1/ =500 
cm−1; 8.5 T: 0=818 cm−1, p =3211 cm−1, 1/=300 cm−1.  
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